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Title: 

Preparation for Clinical Practice in Radiology: A Survey of Interns and Radiologists 

 

 Objective: 

The purpose of this study was  to evaluate interns’ preparedness to deal with radiology 

departments, and to identify knowledge gaps which will facilitate the design of simplified 

evidence-based radiology orientation course for students or newly qualified doctors, to ease the 

transition from theory to practice.  

 

Methods: 

A cross-sectional, mixed-methods approach was employed.   

         A sample of Irish interns and practicing radiologists were asked to complete a quantitative 

survey regarding perceptions of intern readiness to interact with the radiology department. A 

mixed quantitative/qualitative analysis using group concept mapping was also conducted 

involving perspectives of doctors in various categories, including NCHDs, and consultants, to 

evaluate what topics should be covered in a related preparatory course. Pearson’s Chi Square 

analysis was employed to examine the association between socio-demographic and educational 

variables and selected categorical item responses. Kruskal-Wallis analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) and/or Mann–Whitney U tests were employed to carry out univariate comparisons. 

 

 

 

Results: 



xi  

The majority of interns 66%9 n=66) and radiologists 52%(N=26) felt that undergraduate 

medical training did not prepare the interns to interact with radiology department. More than 

half of the intern respondents 52%( N=52) were frequently uncertain about radiology exam 

indication when completing a request form.  Most interns identified challenges in choosing 

appropriate examinations and communicating with the radiology department. A significant 

number also regarded the radiology department as unapproachable. Most radiologists   92%( 

N=92) felt that intern understanding of indications for imaging modalities is inadequate, 

reflecting intern uncertainty regarding exam indications. Most radiologists 86%(N=43) 

perceived that interns’ understanding of contrast medium was inadequate, and 78%( N=39) 

perceived that interns were lacking in the knowledge of  (N=39) radiation protection.  

Results of the group concept analysis suggested the following topics to be included in the 

intern radiology preparatory module: ordering investigations; clinical decision support; 

radiology department IT and communication; adverse reactions and risks; urgent imaging; 

interpretation of radiology results. 

 

Conclusion: 

This study has highlighted vital topics to be included if one were to design a preparatory 

module in radiology which would promote smooth transition from theory to practice. Future 

research would be to design, implement, and evaluate an appropriate preparatory module.
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Introduction 
 

Are interns sufficiently prepared to interact with the radiology department? This study 

represents a comprehensive assessment of junior doctors’ interactions with the radiology 

department, with a view to identifying competencies that are required during the first year of 

practice as a medical doctor, and to gauge how students can be best prepared to develop these 

during undergraduate medical school training. 

An internship year is the first year of postgraduate medical training, and is an important and 

necessary step in every doctor’s career in Ireland. (1) It is compulsory for newly trained 

doctors to complete an internship year where they are supervised and assisted to commence 

their new role in the medical profession. This is an exciting phase, but it is not without 

challenges. It has been reported that the transition from study to work is stressful, and 

challenging (2), and the first postgraduate year is associated with high levels of distress and 

burnout. (2,3)  Burnout is  reported to be more prevalent  in younger doctors compared to more 

experienced, older doctors (4, 5); psychological distress is also reported to be ten times more 

prevalent in doctors younger than thirty years of age, compared with those of same age in other 

professions. (4)  

There are additional challenges during the internship year such as graduates’ perception of 

large gaps in their knowledge and skills during this transition from medical school to 

professional practice. These challenges include the following: workload increases, longer 

working hours, on-call duties, changes in lifestyle, assuming  responsibilities for patient care 

(4); uncertainty about the various parts of their role, including daily duties (3); unfamiliarity 

with the preferences of individual consultants and registrars (2); adequate filling of imaging 

request forms and knowing which examinations to request. (6) In a more general clinical 
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context, they are exposed to scenarios which they may feel ill prepared for, e.g.  handling 

emergency situations in the wards, like NG tube positions, and responding to questions from 

other professionals such as nursing and radiography colleagues. This thesis uses scientific 

methods to identify the challenges which new doctors experience when working with radiology 

department, and aims to explain why these occur and learn what can be done to make this 

transition from student to health professional smooth, manageable, and empowering. 

 

1.1 Background 

 

In the current century, imaging plays an important role in patient evaluation, management, and 

monitoring of therapeutic responses; in some interventional procedures, imaging can have a 

therapeutic role. Radiology is a unique multidisciplinary speciality that interacts with all other 

specialities. A wide range of specialities depend on the input from imaging data in order to 

make informed  decisions to facilitate optimal patient management, and to provide guidance 

regarding  follow up; in these scenarios, radiological imaging often provides answers to 

important clinical questions. (7) 

 

Imaging plays an important role in patient management (8), regulating patient flow in the 

emergency department by identifying the patients that require immediate or urgent attention, 

even admission. Imaging can also assist in minimising unnecessary admissions, and facilitate 

discharge of those patients that do not have immediate risk by characterising the nature of the 

disease processes. Since the advent of advanced cross-sectional imaging and interventional 

radiology, patient management has significantly changed, with improved outcomes including 

shorter hospital stays. (7, 9), 10, 11) Medical imaging has resulted in a reduction in surgery-

related cost and morbidity, with subsequent reduction in the number of patients that undergo 
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invasive procedures like exploratory laparotomy, thus enabling minimally invasive alternatives 

to surgery. (7, 12, 13)  Radiology also assists in visualisation of the internal anatomy, 

physiology, and pathology, thereby assisting the clinicians to establish  diagnoses. (12)  

 

The demand for radiological imaging has increased, with a rapid annual increase in the volume 

of the imaging examinations. Bhogal et al. reported a 12-fold increase in the number of 

investigations performed in the last two decades in Europe, a 20-fold increase in the USA, with 

an estimated 62 million imaging examinations performed annually. (8)   Shyu & Sodickson 

(14) reported an estimated 81 million CT  examinations in the USA in 2014.(14)   In Ireland, 

approximately 2.4 million examinations are performed annually, with an estimated cost of 350 

million euros; an increase of 8-10% is observed per year. (15)  There is a recognition of an 

increased need for radiology competency for doctors in all sub-specialties since there is 

continuous rise in the utilisation of diagnostic imaging (16), as well as the fact that  radiology 

is a rapidly advancing specialty, with fast technological development. (8) At an undergraduate 

level, the use of radiology by anatomical educators has increased as it has been integrated with 

anatomy . (17), (18)    

 

Thoroughly preparing medical students for clinical practice is one of the objectives of the 

undergraduate medical curriculum. (19)  Preparing them regarding radiology-related matters 

such as appropriateness of an imaging modality, documentation, and communication, would 

help  them to understand how the radiology department functions, including the examinations 

performed, resulting in well informed clinicians who will develop into mature specialists. 

Hendee et al. (13) assert that educating physicians, and other individuals who request imaging 

on behalf of physicians, on the use and limitations of imaging  should commence at the 
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undergraduate level and should be a continuous process, initiated and supported by the 

radiological team. (13)       

There is a requirement for a proportionate increase in radiology teaching during the 

undergraduate curriculum. In a survey-based study of medical students, which involved an 

evaluation of radiology exposure and training at the undergraduate level, Nyhsen et al. (20) 

asserted that most students felt that radiology teaching received in the preclinical 

undergraduate years was inadequate and concluded that early exposure to radiology and 

interventional procedures should be encouraged. They stated that radiology should be taught in 

all undergraduate years, and that the preferred method is interactive teaching, but should also 

include eLearning options. (20)  Radiology can be taught as part of other clinical disciplines, or 

as a standalone area; in some studies the latter is preferred, the reason being to encourage the 

students to concentrate specifically on radiology. (20,21)  In another survey of medical 

students, Dmytriw et al. (22) asserted that radiology teaching in their institution had declined 

over the years; this was supported by the results of a survey in which the majority of the 

medical students, 63%, felt that radiology teaching was inadequate, and 19% indicated it was 

very inadequate. (22)      

 

Undergraduate radiology teaching should be designed to educate trainee doctors on how to 

appropriately undertake radiology department-related matters, which are pivotal to patient 

management and safety. There is concern about the adequacy of mentoring that newly qualified 

doctors receive, and the impact on their own and patients’ wellbeing. Specifically, there have 

been concerns that the doctors in their first year of training after graduation from medical 

school are being asked to act above their level of competency, for example, being required to 

obtain patient consent for procedures which the intern is unfamiliar with. (23) The Irish 
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Medical Council  intern survey indicated that interns can be subjected to bullying and 

inadequate supervision. (24)  Medical interns should be supported, guided, and nurtured so that 

they are able to deal with the challenges of their new profession. (25)  These challenges are 

compounded by the current condition of the healthcare system. 

 

There have been numerous challenges facing the Irish healthcare system. Complex issues  are 

involved, including the shortage of staff (including consultants, hospital doctors, and nurses),  

increased disease burden, over-crowded acute emergency departments, and the migration of the 

junior doctors to more supportive countries. A negative or unsupportive training environment 

in Ireland has been highlighted as one of the reasons why  junior doctors consider their options 

abroad. (26)  The Irish Medical Council report has asserted that continuous improvement in the 

trainee experiences of medical education and training in Ireland would positively impact on 

retention of doctors within the Irish system. (24)   These factors have an impact within the 

health sector, hence measures should be taken to support  young doctors, assist them to settle, 

build morale, so that they are well equipped to deal with the challenges during their first year 

of practice. Identifying the knowledge gaps in areas of service delivery, including radiology, 

and taking measures to address these would increase the confidence of the newly qualified 

doctors, and will improve patient safety. 

 

 

The introduction of the European Working Time Directive (EWTD,2003/88/EC) has produced 

important differences with respect to shift work conditions for doctors in training; this was  

enshrined in Irish law in July 2004 (S.I.No.494 of 2004), and was aimed at creating balance, 

and reducing stress for the junior doctors. It has been a positive development; however it is not 
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uncommon that interns find themselves assuming more responsibility for patient care, in a 

restricted time, and sometimes with inadequate interaction or supervision by senior members of 

the team. (27) In this scenario, the intern might be the only doctor available to manage acutely 

ill patients, request and discuss the radiology examination, sometimes without support, e.g. the 

surgical rotation, where the team might be in theatre or during the on call duties. (2) (28) 

 

There is a demand for innovative approaches towards the development of evidence-based 

preparatory teaching to enable a smooth transition from undergraduate medical training to 

practising as an intern, thereby encouraging younger doctors to stay in the country and also 

improving patient safety. This research aims to identify the knowledge gaps, and competencies 

required to help develop an undergraduate radiology teaching curriculum which prepares 

graduates for internship year.  

 

 

1.1.1  Place of radiology in the undergraduate medical curriculum 

Various studies have highlighted the need for inclusion of radiology in undergraduate training.  

(9, 20-21, 29, 78) Gunderman et al. (7) assert that if radiology is not taught or inadequately 

taught, most students will not think of pursuing radiology as career, whereas if radiology is 

well taught at the undergraduate level, even those who will pursue other specialities will have a 

better understanding of radiology, and communicate better with radiology department. Jimmy 

et al. (29) asserted that a good foundation in, and understanding of, radiology is essential in all 

practice areas of clinical medicine. It is essential that referrers requesting radiologic 

investigations must clearly understand various modalities, their contraindications, limitations, 

and which modality is most suitable for a given clinical scenario. (29)   A strong undergraduate 
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training in radiology will result in efficient, and improved patient care, thus reducing 

unnecessary imaging examinations, minimising the potential harm to patients and reduce  

costs. (29)       

 

Sadler et al. (30) conducted an electronic survey that was distributed to the organisers of 

anatomy teaching at 35 UK medical schools. A high response rate (29/35, 83%) was obtained 

for participating medical schools, and the study demonstrated that there had been an increase in 

the involvement of radiology in anatomy teaching. The majority of anatomy departments in the 

United Kingdom expressed the requirement for more direct radiologist involvement in the 

undergraduate medical training.  They highlighted the importance of collaboration between  

anatomy and radiology departments. This group also asserted that radiological images were 

utilised as part of anatomy education by all medical schools who participated in their study.  

(30). 

 

Oris and colleagues (31)  distributed a web-based questionnaire to radiology teaching staff 

from 93 European teaching institutions.  The results of the study showed that radiology 

teaching was an integral part of both conventional and modern curricula, with almost the same 

number of hours spent in undergraduate radiology teaching across both types of curricula. In 

the modern curriculum, radiology teaching commences early in preclinical years, in the first 

year of the medical training, and is taught mainly by the radiologists and radiology trainees 

(50%), radiographers (20%), or clinicians (17%). (31) Radiology is an intrinsic part of the 

medical curriculum in every medical training year in institutions that adopt a modern 

curriculum approach.  In the conventional curriculum, radiology teaching commences only in 

the last three years. Both conventional and modern curricula focus on radiology imaging 
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examinations, radiology teaching files, attendance at radiology conferences, and radiology 

multidisciplinary meetings.  (31)    

 

Branstetter et al. (32) asserted that early exposure to radiology resulted in improved impression 

of radiology as a speciality and resulted in increased interest in radiology as a career.  In study 

by Dmytriw et al. (22),  a multi-institutional survey-based study conducted in three medical 

schools, all medical students were asked to provide their impression of radiology education in 

their undergraduate medical school curriculum.  The majority of the medical students (over 

91%), reported that they felt that more radiology teaching was required in the undergraduate 

medical training. This group asserted that radiology education is essential as every medical 

practitioner should be able to understand, identify, and interpret the basic radiology imaging. 

The majority of the students felt that basic understanding of general radiology, and 

appropriateness criteria were vital for their future clinical practice; that is, being able to select 

the relevant imaging examinations, and provide adequate clinical information when requesting 

the studies. Students reported that they preferred different methods of teaching of radiology 

content, such as lectures, group learning, and web-based modules. (22) 

  

  Despite radiology being central to patient management, undergraduate trainees are overall less 

exposed to radiology, relative to other mainstream specialities like surgery, and medicine.  (32) 

While most studies have concluded that radiology must be integrated in the undergraduate 

curriculum (12, 29, 31), these studies have also identified the constraints of radiology teaching 

such as insufficient time in the curriculum. (12, 29) Educator-related matters have also been 

raised, as academic radiology involvement is poorly remunerated when compared with those 
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with a high clinical workload, which is better paid (7, 32), and a lack of protected time for 

teaching in the radiologist’s busy daily work schedule. (32) 

 

There are different opinions regarding the categories of undergraduate radiology teachers, with 

some literature stating that it is important that radiology is taught by radiologists. (12, 18, 33) 

This view posits that radiology is introduced to students by radiologists at the early stages of 

training to allow integration, and enhance the level of understanding among the medical 

trainees. (30)  Others assert that radiology can be taught by senior radiographers, hospital 

radiologists at any grade, clinical consultants, and university radiology lecturers. (29)      In this 

respect, the involvement of radiology specialist registrars has increased in the modern medical 

curriculum. (29)  Undergraduate trainees must acquire certain radiology competencies; these 

include how to correctly interpret basic imaging adequately and safely, especially in the 

emergency situations, e.g. misplaced NG tube, chest x-ray, CT brain with haemorrhage, and 

common fractures. (21, 34) They must be able to request appropriate examinations, provide 

relevant information, and should be able to understand the implications of  radiology results.  

(34) 

 

Mode of delivery of radiology education 

There have been various approaches to teaching radiology including traditional didactic 

lectures, and interactive learning, which at times may include flipped learning (35), and small 

group tutorials. (36) Alternative technology-enhanced methods of teaching undergraduate 

radiology have been described, e.g. online e- learning (37); the latter category includes virtual 

lectures (38) and video tutorials for specific areas like interventional procedures, and some 
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have suggested blending online teaching which includes traditional face-to-face teaching 

methods. (19) (39) 

 

Understanding, and discussing the radiology exams can be also be taught by simulation of the 

clinical scenario, and giving the students an opportunity to practice these interactions between 

the radiologist and the interns, using the clinical cases. (34) There has been no consensus on 

the optimal method of radiology content delivery, and more studies are required to ascertain the 

most effective method of teaching radiology as part of undergraduate medical training. (40) 

 

 

Radiology competencies required at the undergraduate level 

Apart from being competent in interpretation of basic radiological examinations  such as  chest 

x-ray, abdominal x-rays (41), and understanding the role of radiology in disease management 

in various body systems (21), there are other radiology-related competencies that are important  

for the junior doctors to  comprehend in order to safeguard  patient safety. (42) In radiology, 

the major part of communication between the radiologist and the clinicians is through the 

request form, which details the patient’s clinical information. This should be taught at the 

undergraduate level so that the doctors will know how to give clear, concise, and relevant 

clinical information that will assist in patient management. (43)  It should be emphasised that 

the need for imaging is justified based on the clinical history, physical examination, and 

relevant tests, e.g. blood results where applicable. (8) For example, it is not adequate to request 

the imaging test based on a clinical history of abdominal pain alone.  While there are various 

causes of abdominal pain, it is important to include relevant information that would assist the 
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radiologist not only in interpreting the examination, but also to make an informed decision 

regarding the most appropriate test, the specific protocol for performing the study, and also to 

advise on the choice of further imaging. An informed decision might require consideration of 

the onset of pain, the duration, the character, location, distribution, of pain, relevant clinical 

investigation performed, and the clinical question. The prior relevant medical history, and the 

existing known comorbidities also form an important aspect of the clinical history. 

  

The clinical request is the most important document which medical undergraduates should 

clearly understand. Demographic data is an important aspect of patient safety; the use of the 

personal IT log details should be emphasised as this also has potential legal implications (43), 

which would be taken into consideration at any stage should a situation arise that requires the 

case to be reviewed. 

 

With respect to image modalities, and appropriate examinations, undergraduate trainees need to 

know which modalities are most suitable for given clinical scenarios. They should also 

understand the contraindications, and the limitations of the various tests. (29) They should be 

taught about the guidelines; for example, the HSE has adopted the irefer guidelines for 

radiology, and interns must be directed to these, and they should be readily accessible. (21)  

 

Radiation protection is an important aspect in radiology, and should be clearly taught, in simple 

terms, so that the doctors learn early in their career, about the uses, and adverse effects of 

radiation. Faggioni et al. (44) conducted a survey study at their academic institution, where 

respondents were 60 radiology residents, 56 medical students, and 43 student radiographers, 

and they discovered a significant knowledge gap regarding radiation protection among the 
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participants; more than half of respondents demonstrated limited knowledge. (44)    In another 

survey-based study by Rickets et al. (45), which aimed to assess their understanding of 

radiation effects, the participants were patients (N=127), medical students (N=30), and 

referring physicians (N=32). Almost all the patients, 92%, who were scheduled for the 

examinations utilising ionising radiation did not have knowledge of radiation, and were not 

informed of the radiation risks. Some knowledge gaps were also identified among the 

physicians, and medical students, but these gaps were only observed in less than 50% of the 

sample. (45) There are specific considerations in children, women of childbearing age, and in 

pregnancy, as the rapidly dividing cells are more sensitive to radiation (46), and where the long 

lifespan for children allows for the manifestation of the adverse effects of ionising radiation. 

(46)  Some studies have reported radiation-induced malignancies, such as leukaemia and brain 

tumours  (47), 48),  hence the suggestions that paediatric physicians should consider imaging 

without utilising ionising radiation. (46)  There has been a worldwide increase in the number of 

CT examinations, and this comes with an increased risk for cancer in patients with repeated 

exposure. (14, 46)  Despite the fact that CT is such a problem solving tool, it also has potential 

harmful effects in the future should the patient be repeatedly exposed, especially in a paediatric 

population, and physicians should therefore first consider alternative imaging  to protect the 

children. (46, 47, 49)    

  

The three basic radiological protection principles are justification, optimisation and dose 

limitation. Critical judgement is therefore important as to whether radiation exposure will do 

more good than harm. (50)   Medical trainees should be taught to clearly understand that there 

should be no examination requested which involves exposure to radiation, unless it adds value 

to patient management. The students must be familiar with the justification process for the 

examinations, and the process of optimisation involved in the ALARA principle, which states 
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that where ionising radiation examination is a necessity, the dose should be as low as 

reasonably practicable. (49)   

 

The effects of radiation are classified as somatic or genetic, stochastic or nonstochastic. 

Somatic effects refer to the radiation received directly by an individual or individuals. Genetic 

effects are those that manifests in the offspring of the individual that has been exposed to 

ionising radiation. In stochastic effects the probability is proportional to the ionising radiation 

dose. Nonstochastic (deterministic) effects occur after the high radiation dose where the 

threshold has been exceeded. Deterministic radiation exposure effects during pregnancy 

depend not only on the radiation dose received but also on the gestational age at which it 

occurred. The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services has classified ionizing radiation 

as a human carcinogen. (48) Unfortunately, doses which have been shown to result in this 

increased relative malignancy risk are similar to levels which can also be imparted by repetitive 

radiology studies such as CT scans, interventional radiology, and barium enema procedures. It 

is also important to emphasise that the advantages obtained by an accurate diagnosis usually 

outweigh this slightly increased malignancy risk. (50) It is therefore important that referrers 

adhere to the justification process for the radiology examinations. The Medical Council states 

that “clinical responsibility” means “responsibility regarding individual medical exposures 

attributed to a practitioner, notably: justification; optimisation; clinical evaluation of the 

outcome; cooperation with other specialists and the staff, as appropriate, regarding practical 

aspects; obtaining information, if appropriate, of previous examinations; providing existing 

radiological information and/or records to other practitioners and/or prescribers, as required; 

giving information on the risk of ionising radiation to patients and other individuals involved, 

as appropriate”. (51)    
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It is important that students become aware of the Irish Medical Ionising Radiation Protection 

laws, for example Ionising Radiation Regulations 2019 (S.I. No 30 of 2019) for the protection 

of workers and members of the public from the harmful effects of ionising radiation were 

signed into law on the 5th of February 2019. These new regulations, referred to as the Ionising 

Radiation Regulations of 2019 (IRR19), replace S.I. No 125 of 2000. The new Regulations 

introduce a number of important key changes to the way in which the use of ionising radiation 

is regulated in Ireland. The public and staff protection is still the responsibility of the 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), but patient protection is now regulated by the Health 

Information and Quality Authority (HIQA) , no longer  the Medical Exposure Radiation Unit 

(MERU) in the HSE (https://epa.ie/radiation/regulation/irr2019/).  

  

The use of contrast medium in imaging is also important; doctors must know which 

examinations require contrast, as well as non-contrast studies. The role of intravenous contrast 

medium is to increase sensitivity in identifying structures, enhance the difference between the 

soft tissue densities, hence improving diagnostic accuracy, of various disease processes. (52) 

Nonionic iodinated contrast medium is commonly used in  CT imaging, it is reported that there 

is an increase in the use of  IV contrast, more than 30 million doses are administered annually.   

(53) Gadolinium-based contrast is used in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Although both 

the nonionic iodinated, and gadolinium-based contrast materials are generally regarded as safe, 

there are  still reported cases where the adverse reactions have occurred. (54) 

 

The risk factors for using intravenous contrast are uncontrolled asthma, previous reaction to 

contrast, and allergies that require therapy. Cross reactions between iodinated contrast, and 

gadolinium-based contrast have not been researched, but are not expected, as these compounds 

https://epa.ie/radiation/regulation/irr2019/
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have difference chemical composition. (54) The contraindications require a knowledge of the 

factors that minimise incidence of renal impairment like isotonic volume expansion. Serum 

creatinine levels within an individual are affected by diet, intrinsic physiology, fluid related 

causes, age related muscle loss, hence the use of estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) is  

sometimes preferred mainly in the elderly, and inpatients. (53, 55)   Acute reactions are the 

same for the iodinated and MR contrast agents, but in the latter, reactions are very rare. It is 

reported that gadolinium-based contrast agents used in MRI are more nephrotoxic than iodine-

based contrast media. (52)    Delayed reactions occurring later, even months after contrast, are 

thyrotoxicosis for iodinated contrast agents. For gadolinium-based contrast agents, nephrogenic 

systemic fibrosis (NSF) is a late manifestation of reaction to contrast. (52, 55)    It is reported 

that the risk of CIN (contrast-induced nephropathy) in most patients is very low or negligibly 

small, therefore individual. (55) There is a paucity of the literature specifically addressing 

junior doctors’ knowledge of contrast medium, and this is a platform for future research. 

 

1.1.2 Medical education: transition from theory to practice 

 

There are numerous transitions that take place throughout the medical education. These include 

the transition from preclinical to clinical years, from final year medical student to practice as an 

intern, and from residency or registrar to independent practitioner, as well as transitions during 

the periods of training. It has been reported that the period when the trainees change over, and 

newly qualified doctors commence clinical practice, known as the ‘July effect’ in the USA,  or 

the August change over in the UK, is associated with reduced  quality of patient care. (56-58)  

Although this is multifactorial, there is no doubt that the adverse outcomes are minimized or 

eliminated by measures taken in handling the transition period.  (57)   Preparation for practice 

and/or work orientation modules should be designed to enhance knowledge, and assist junior 
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doctors to be well-prepared for various aspects of their responsibilities during the transition, 

thereby increasing patient safety and quality of care. (58)     

 

The transition from undergraduate medicine to practice as a junior doctor is a significant stage. 

It is very exciting as one becomes a doctor for the first time, a long-awaited experience. 

However, it is also challenging moving from the protected medical school environment to a 

full-time role in the hospital environment during internship. (59) It is  described as a most 

stressful, and difficult experience (60), as the students assume new roles as newly qualified 

physicians, taking responsibilities of patient care. (61) This can lead to stress and burnout, 

mental problems, thereby compromising patient safety. (62) Therefore the newly qualified 

doctors need a lot of support, as poor support is associated with difficult transition experience. 

(61)  

 

Throughout the life of the medical professional, change is inevitable and requires adjustment 

and proper orientation to alleviate the stress levels that accompanies any change. Transition 

from preclinical to clinical years has also been described as a stressful period; in most studies, 

the reasons for this include the increase in the working hours, increased workload, and, at 

times, a perceived  knowledge deficit , and at times the roles are not clearly defined, therefore 

not aware of what is expected from them. (63) Some students have described it as being thrown 

in the deep end. (64) 

 

Numerous studies have indicated that despite vast knowledge of the various subjects learned at 

the medical school, newly qualified doctors still find themselves not adequately prepared. (41, 
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63, 65)   The collaboration of medical schools and hospital groups is important to make the 

transition from undergraduate training to internship a well manageable process, with the end 

results that interns will fully adapt to their new role. The transition from medical graduate to 

internship should be standardised. Various attempts should be made to make this an easy, 

structured process, and the hospital environment must be conducive for continued learning, 

personal and professional development. 

 

Shaffer et al. (66)  asserted that there are still concerns regarding transition from mentored 

trainee to junior doctor, and also to independent practitioner. They identified the skills that 

were lacking and designed workshops for medical residents to close the gaps, targeting practice 

management skills. Workshop topics included job searching strategies, requirements, methods 

of reimbursement, the role and relevance of malpractice insurance, contract negotiations, and 

other practice-related matters. The transition to practice curriculum was implemented as a pilot 

programme to integrate practice management into postgraduate medical education.  Post-

workshop evaluations revealed that senior trainee participants demonstrated an improvement in 

the understanding of the managerial tasks. The responses highlighted the requirement for 

structured education in practice management.  Fisher et al. (67)  designed an elective integrated 

clinical experience course, which was implemented at the end of the final undergraduate year, 

aiming to prepare the medical students for the challenges that they would encounter during 

internship. Various topics were covered, namely: management of acutely ill patients including 

radiology basics; communication within the teams, patients, and families; teaching; and coping 

with stressors like managing finances, medicolegal issues, and other concerns related to 

internship duties.  Survey questionnaires were distributed to the students one week prior to 

commencement of the course, evaluating how they perceive their level of preparedness for 
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internship. After the course, respondents reported that their level of preparedness for internship 

was much improved. 

 

Transition has also been described in the context of various medical specialities, for example in 

the surgical discipline. Minter et al. (68)  asserted that medical educators and academic medical 

departments have been addressing the curriculum reform specifically to prepare the students 

for transition to internship. They conducted a multi-institutional survey, where surgical interns 

that commenced residency reported that they felt unprepared to fulfil the common clinical and 

professional responsibilities.  They reported feeling unprepared with regard to performance of 

technical skills, and procedures, managing multiple demands at the same time, being first 

responders for critically ill patients, and identified communication issues. (68)    

 

Transition is also difficult for the doctors who, after obtaining their qualifications, decide to 

work abroad; this has added stress because of the cultural differences, different ethical work 

practices, and integration with the local hospital staff. Orientation programmes to address the 

transition phase for international graduates are encouraged.  (69)   

 

Another body of literature describes the transition from medical school to internship as an 

electric mixture of emotions, excitement, anxiety, uncertainty, pride, and disorientation. (70) It 

is also reported that it is difficult to shift from a protected, supervised environment as a student 

to being an intern, the first line doctor dealing with sick patients. They occupy a new role 

where there is an expectation that new doctors are well trained, and have basic knowledge, and 

so are not expected to keep asking for continued assistance. (70)   Stuurman et al. (71) 
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conducted 15 semi-structured interviews about the transition from medical student to work as 

an intern. Intern participants described it as physically, emotionally, and mentally draining. 

Although the interns had somehow adjusted to the job demands like clinical administrative, 

handling conflicts, etc, they reported reduction of their self-confidence, reduced ability to 

adequately take care of themselves, and an inability to maintain healthy relationships outside 

work due to time pressure, and work demands. 

 

To ease the transition from medical school to internship, the use of student assistantship roles 

have been introduced in the United Kingdom. This is a programme designed to gradually 

introduce the final year medical students to the practical aspects of practising medicine. The 

students are shadowing the junior doctors, under strict supervision, and are allowed to perform 

certain procedures like IV cannulation, and prescribing drugs, in preparation for their first year 

of practice as doctors. The issues of patient safety are taken into consideration, such that 

students are not expected to take responsibility for patient care.  (72)  

 

Scicluna et al. (73) asserted that preparation of medical graduates for facing the challenges as 

the newly qualified doctors is the responsibility of the medical schools.  However, some 

medical schools mainly teach clinical radiology, image recognition, and interpretation. While 

this is appropriate, it does not fully prepare the interns for the practical aspects of interacting 

with radiology. Hence, curriculum reform to supplement clinical radiology knowledge would 

add value to the medical students, and limit the anxiety associated with non-readiness to deal 

with radiology in clinical practice. Morris et al. (1) identified that the skills taught at the 

medical school were not concordant with the skills required in clinical practice. They suggested 

an intermediate training programme, bridging the gap between medical school, and 
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commencement of internship. Teo et al. (61) asserted that transition courses should be 

considered to prepare the medical graduates for practice, but these authors also recognised that 

the students may be reluctant to forfeit their well-deserved holiday after many years of hard 

work as medical students to attend the transition course. There is no consensus that preparatory 

courses, like radiology preparatory modules, be part of the undergraduate medical curriculum, 

a standalone transition course post-graduation but prior to internship, or during the internship 

period. 

 

Yardley et al. (74) also asserted that in the current healthcare system it is important to 

recognise that transition is not just confined to a short specific period, but a gradual dynamic 

process involving continuous learning on the job, with supported personal and professional 

development. This posits that some skills can be learnt during the transition or internship to 

complement the basic knowledge obtained from the medical school. Some interns find the 

application of their knowledge to practice rather challenging.  It is generally expected that the 

newly qualified doctors should progress smoothly from being students to become responsible 

practitioners, as they leave the protected medical school environment to serve the public in the 

healthcare system. (65) 

 

1.1.3   Radiology and preparation for clinical practice 

 

There have been numerous studies, and organisations providing opinions and raising concerns 

about preparation for practice over the decades (1, 19, 75-77), mostly concentrating on the 

clinical procedural skills, some including non-procedural  skills like communication and 

escalation (75), but little emphasis is placed on radiology. To ease the transition in the UK, the 

General Medical Council (GMC) has introduced shadowing, and in the 2018 edition of  
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Tomorrow's Doctors (78) states that  “students must be properly prepared for their first day as a 

PRHO (pre graduate house officer).  They should have opportunities to shadow the PRHO in 

the post that they will take up when they graduate; this allows them to become familiar with the 

facilities, the working environment and to get to know their colleagues, and develop working 

relationships with the clinical and educational supervisors they will work with in the future. 

This offers opportunities for students to refresh the practical and clinical skills that they will be 

expected to carry out on their first day as a PRHO. These include prescribing drugs under the 

supervision of a qualified doctor and to carry out venous cannulations.” This is a period of 

training where final year students take on duties of a foundation doctor under supervision. On 

reviewing the effectiveness of the student assistantship, Fullbrook et al. (72) listed the 

competences that the students are expected to master; the list included requesting and 

reviewing investigations in general terminology. Radiology is not specifically mentioned, and 

yet it is central to the patient management in clinical disciplines, raising the question why there 

is not a specific chapter or module addressing new doctors about radiology-related matters.  

 

Nyhsen et al. (20) concluded that the existing radiology teaching did not meet the learning 

needs in preparation for clinical practice. In the general comments section of the questionnaire, 

the interns reported that they frequently felt lost in the radiology department. They had no 

direction and did not know how to handle radiology-related matters. Ferris et al. (79)  also 

reaffirmed non-readiness of interns to deal with radiology related matters.  They found that 

approximately 80% of the junior doctors who were included in the study were not aware of the 

American College of Radiologists Appropriateness Criteria. The Faculty of Radiologists in 

Ireland has adopted the iRefer guidelines” Making the best use of clinical radiology” from the 

United Kingdom, prepared by the Royal College of Radiologists, UK. These guidelines assist 

doctors in Ireland to order appropriate radiologic examinations to promote patient safety and 
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avoid unnecessary radiation exposure acquired by doing inappropriate examination. In the 

public hospitals the guidelines are available via http://guidelines.irefer.org.uk. The GPs can 

access this through healthlink. The private hospitals can access via the independent Hospitals 

Association.  https://www.hse.ie/eng/about/who/cspd/ncps/radiology/resources. Newly 

qualified doctors should be taught, and be encouraged to familiarise themselves with the 

guidelines. The imaging referral guidelines project workshop was a European commission-led 

initiative,  during which the ideas regarding  appropriateness, and the use of imaging guidelines 

in Europe and worldwide were presented;  this group recommended that the guidelines should 

be made available and used in all EU member states, and  should be included in the curriculum 

for undergraduate trainees. (80)   

  

Moloney et al. (81) distributed a questionnaire to evaluate participants’ understanding of the 

appropriateness criteria when ordering radiological examinations. The first participant group 

(N=72) comprised of medical students at the beginning the final year (group A). The second 

group (N=53) were medical students at the end of the final year, who had completed the 

radiology module (group B). The third group (N=35) included residents at the end of their first 

year of clinical practice. In four questions, less than 60% of respondents selected the correct 

responses, although overall the third group performed better than group A and B.  96% of 

medical students reported that they had no prior knowledge of ACR guidelines, and only 1.5% 

of physicians reported using ACR guidelines as the initial source when selecting best imaging 

technique. The authors asserted that educating medical trainees, and junior doctors about 

appropriateness criteria might result in the improvement in the way radiology services are 

utilised. (81)    

  

http://guidelines.irefer.org.uk/
https://www.hse.ie/eng/about/who/cspd/ncps/radiology/resources/
https://www.hse.ie/eng/about/who/cspd/ncps/radiology/resources/
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Hurst & Oswal (82), in a descriptive study of the induction process in radiology department, 

suggested that there should be a link to the national guidelines so that they should be easily 

accessible.  It is envisaged that the radiology preparatory module will provide the links to the 

important guidelines, and appropriate criteria, radiation protection, EU directives, and other 

important documents including, but not limited to, the national pregnancy protocol. Hurst & 

Oswal (82) describe various fundamental aspects of the induction process in the radiology 

department, also emphasising the importance of structured methods to educate newly qualified 

doctors about radiology referral process. However, this can be included as a short module in 

the final medical student curriculum, to avoid bombarding the interns with a vast amount of 

new information. Many studies have addressed the necessity of teaching radiology in the 

undergraduate curriculum; some have asserted that small group tutorials are more effective, 

while some support the online material, with guidance. (65)  Murphy et al. (18) asserted that 

self-directed learning was not the preferred method among the group of medical students in 

radiology and anatomy teaching.  Surveys were conducted pre- and post- a radiological 

anatomy module which was delivered by senior radiologists to first year medical students. The 

results demonstrated an increased understanding of the imaging modalities that involve 

radiation, and those which do not. There was also an improvement in the understanding of 

radiation protection. 

 

Kassim et al. (83) asserted that medical school career guidance, and early exposure to 

postgraduate career preparation would ensure that the interns are ready for their destination. 

Currently the internship year is spread over different disciplines, and radiology is in the centre, 

so all interns should be able to deal with radiology related matters, as most are common to 

almost all disciplines. The undergraduate radiology curriculum should address this aspect, in a 

brief, and concise manner. 
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The Medical Council states that “an Intern may also be employed for not less than two months, 

not more than four months”, in other specialities, including radiology.  (84)  This means that 

once the final year medical students are well educated about various aspects of radiology, more 

might be interested in rotating in radiology. This would be a major change, which would 

require involvement of the radiologists, in the recognised training hospitals. It is envisaged that 

this will increase interest in radiology, promote radiology as the speciality, and help to deal 

with the shortages of radiologists. 

 

1.2   Problem statement 

 

The interns are the most junior members of the medical teams, responsible for various tasks 

including requesting radiology examinations, and at times discussing the necessity of the scans 

with the radiologist. Are the interns aware of the various aspects involved in radiology? Are 

they in a position to justify the radiology examinations they are requesting? Are the interns 

empowered to understand the various modalities, indications, and contraindications of the 

imaging tests ordered? 

 

1.2 Research aim and objectives 

The aim of the research is to evaluate intern’s preparedness to deal with radiology 

departments, and to identify knowledge gaps which will facilitate the design of a 

simplified evidence-based radiology orientation course for students or the newly 

qualified doctors to ease the transition from theory to practice. 
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 Overview of Thesis chapters: 
 

The first chapter outlines the background of the research, the problem statement, and objectives 

of the study. The contemporary literature is reviewed identifying the role of radiology in the 

undergraduate curriculum, transition from theory to practise in the medical education, and 

preparation for radiology in clinical practice. 

The second chapter explains the research methodology applied in the study. The first part of 

the methodology involves the description involving a quantitative survey of interns and 

radiologists. The second part is the group concept mapping methodology in which opinions of 

qualified doctors across different levels of seniority about important things to include when 

designing an appropriate preparatory module for interacting with the radiology department.  

The third chapter outlines the results of the intern and radiologist survey on the perceptions of 

intern preparedness for clinical practice in radiology, as well as the group concept mapping 

results detailing cluster and map generation of the items that are deemed necessary to be 

included in a radiology preparatory module. In chapter four, the results are discussed. Chapter 

five outlines conclusions and recommendations based on this research. 
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Chapter 2.   Material and Methods 

 

2.1 Introduction 

 

A mixed methods approach was employed, where both quantitative and qualitative methods 

were used, respectively, in the following manner:  

I. A sample of medical interns and practicing radiologists were asked to complete a 

quantitative survey on perceptions of interns’ readiness to interact with the 

radiology department.  

II. A mixed quantitative/qualitative analysis was conducted involving perspectives of 

NCHDs and consultants to evaluate what topics should be covered in preparatory 

course, using the group concept mapping (GCM) approach.  

 

2.2 Research design 

 

 

Part I: Quantitative survey of interns and radiologists 

A questionnaire was designed to evaluate the interns’, and radiologists’ perceptions on the 

interns’ readiness to interact with the radiology department. 
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Study population 

The study population was (a) all interns in the following Irish intern training networks: West / 

Northwest (NUIGalway); Dublin / Northeast (RCSI); Dublin / Mid-Leinster (UCD);(no 

approval from UCD, therefore interns who were in UCD affiliated hospitals did not participate 

in this study) Dublin / Southeast (TCD); South (UCC); Mid-West (UL); (b) all consultant 

radiologists, and radiology registrars registered in the Republic of Ireland in 2017.  

 

Ethical approval 

Ethical approval was obtained from the relevant ethics committees affiliated with each of the 

Irish intern training networks: UCC, TCD, UL, NUI Galway, and RCSI (Appendices A-D). 

 

Survey design 

A novel questionnaire was designed to cover the following three domains: 

 1. Demographic characteristics and educational/career background for intern and radiologist 

participants 

2. Perceived adequacy of undergraduate radiology teaching, and perception of how this 

prepares interns for clinical practice.  

3. Radiology and working as an intern, based on the competencies as outlined in the radiology 

undergraduate curriculum. (34) It included the following core competencies: understanding 

various imaging modalities, their appropriateness, indication, and limitations; radiation 

protection as it applies to radiological examinations; use of contrast media in radiology; 

communication in radiology; checking and acting on radiology results, and handover. 
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There were short multiple choice questions, and a free text option which allowed additional 

comments for selected items. The questions were not confrontational, not sensitive, and did 

not involve individual unpleasant experiences, but aimed to evaluate the interns’ understanding 

of the operational, and practical aspects of radiology, considering the anticipated competencies. 

The questions were graded, using a six-point Likert scale, with ranging from ‘strongly agree’ to 

‘strongly disagree’, and the respondents were asked to select what they felt was appropriate for 

them. The six-point scale was selected based on its use in Preparation for Practice 

Questionnaire (PHPQ), an instrument that has been previously used by medical schools to 

assess their graduate’s clinical capabilities. (83,85)   

 

The wording of items administered to both interns and radiologists were matched as far as 

possible in order to evaluate the radiologists’ opinions regarding the interns’ readiness to 

interact with radiology department, and to facilitate comparisons. 

 

Questionnaire validity 

The validity of the questionnaire was checked prior to distribution. The questionnaire was 

reviewed by eight consultant radiologists to assess whether the questions were appropriate, 

clearly designed, and suitable for answering the research question. A validity study begins with 

gathering evidence-based items for potential inclusion in the instrument or tool, in this case, the 

evaluation of the questionnaire. Once the items to be evaluated have been collected, the content 

evaluation panel is formed. The content evaluation panel should be composed of people who 

are experts about the domain being studied (86); in our study the experts were radiologists. The 

panel was composed of consultant-level radiologists working in Irish teaching hospitals. 

Responses from all panellists were identified, and feedback was provided regarding the 
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suitability of the content and response format. We were confident to proceed with the 

questionnaire, after the amendments, and when the experts agreed that the questions were 

appropriate, to yield the appropriate information to answer the research question.  

 

Questionnaire piloting 

The questions were also piloted, and verbal feedback was obtained from several interns at 

University Hospital Kerry.  

They were asked to comment on the content of the questions, clarity of presentation, the length 

of the questionnaire and time to completion (5-10 minutes). They were also asked to comment 

if they perceived any potential for bias. The finalised version of the questionnaire was 

generated based on pilot participant feedback. 

 

Questionnaire distribution 

The invitation to complete the intern questionnaire was distributed by the intern training 

network coordinators across the training networks where ethical approval had been granted. 

The radiologist questionnaire was distributed by the faculty of radiologists in Ireland. This is 

the body responsible for keeping the records of all radiologists who practice in Ireland, and 

works closely with the Irish Medical Council to maintain high national professional standards, 

and promotes quality matters. 

  

The questionnaire was hosted electronically via SurveyMonkey in April 2018. The link was 

sent to the interns, and radiologists, via the email contact described in the previous paragraph, 
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and accompanied by an information sheet which outlines the purpose of the study, and stated 

that participation was voluntary, and there was no risk of victimisation for the participants. The 

intern survey question link was distributed towards the end of the internship in April, and was 

open over a two-week period. The responses were anonymised, so that the participants could 

not be traced. 100 interns and 50 radiologists responded.  

 

Statistical analysis 

Summary statistics (means (M) and standard error of the mean (SEM)) were used to summarise 

Likert-scale responses and ratio scale measurements for all respondents. Frequency analysis 

was used to describe and summarise questionnaire items, which required a categorical 

response. Pearson’s Chi Square analysis was employed to examine the association between 

socio-demographic and educational variables and selected categorical item responses. Kruskal-

Wallis analysis of variance (ANOVA) and/or Mann–Whitney U tests were employed to carry 

out univariate comparisons (e.g. intern vs radiologist responses) where the outcome variable(s) 

consisted of Likert-scale question responses. Statistical analyses were carried out using IBM 

SPSS 20 (IBM, New York, NY, USA). 

 

 

2.3. GCM analysis 

 

Part I1:  Mixed methods examination : 

 

Mixed methods examination of topics to be addressed as part of an intern preparatory course 

for radiology: a group concept mapping (GCM) study 
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2.3.1. Rationale for GCM study 

 

GCM is an integrated mixed-method technique which involves a combination of qualitative 

and quantitative methodologies in order to identify an expert group’s understanding about a 

topic. The GCM is not based on a prearranged categorization system in comparison with other 

research methodologies such as the Delphi method and focus groups. Its classification and 

organisation of data is determined by the participants themselves. Congruity arises naturally 

from the data and does not rely on inter-coder discussion to arise with a consensus as 

participants work independently of each other. In this way researchers find the group concept 

system to be very accessible and amenable to use. Furthermore, the GCM has proved to 

generate significant internal representational validity with substantial reliability estimates for 

sorting and rating. (87), (88) Therefore, GCM combines aspects of both quantitative and 

qualitative methods, and is deemed the most appropriate methodological approach to utilise in 

this study. Every opinion counts, and the system is able to generate the cluster map composed 

of the predominant ideas generated from the group involved. 

 

Setting 

The study was conducted at the School of Medicine, University College Cork (UCC), Ireland. 

 

Participants 
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The participants were randomly selected, irrespective of the category, invited to participate in 

the brainstorming section. Employing a combination of convenience and snowball sampling 

techniques, interns, non-consultant hospital doctors (NCHDs), and consultants were invited to 

participate in the GCM process via email. The email contained a link that directed the 

participants to a questionnaire comprised of socio-demographic questions. Once completed, the 

participants were redirected to a link to the group concept system software. Participation in the 

GCM was considered to indicate consent had been gained. Incentives were not offered to 

encourage participation.  

 

All steps were completed by participants on the Concept System software and involved the 

generation of ideas, sorting of ideas into categories and rating these ideas on values of 

importance and ease of inclusion/implementation in preparation for practice intervention 

programme. The participants then essentially coded the text themselves as they sort statements 

into categories based on perceived similarities, and then rate them across both criteria. The 

participants work individually and anonymously of one another without interdependent 

agreement or discussion.  

 

 

2.3.2 The GCM process – stages 

 

This mixed-method approach is comprised of five stages: (1) brainstorming (idea/strategy 

generation phase), (2) sorting of strategies to categories (3) rating strategies on values of 

‘effectiveness’ and ‘importance of inclusion in preparation for practice module’ (4) data 

analysis (5) interpretation of results. Participants were assured their inputs on the concept 
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system software were anonymous during the first three stages of the process. They were 

provided with a username and password with a link to the site containing the brainstorming 

page on the software. They were free to visit the site as frequently as required at their own 

convenience. They were asked to generate ideas in response to the focus prompt: ‘If I was 

asked to design an intern preparatory course for interacting with the radiology department, the 

following topics would be covered’. Two weeks were granted to complete the brainstorming 

stage. Once the deadline was reached, convenience sampling was applied to elicit a smaller 

focused group to participate in the sorting and rating stages. This subset group consisted of 

participants who had previously completed the brainstorming stage. The final list of student 

preparatory topic statements was sent to these participants for sorting and rating.  

 

The focus group sorted the strategies into categories based on perceived thematic similarities, 

designating titles for these categories. They rated them on value of ‘ease of inclusion in 

preparation for practice modules’ and ‘importance’. As allocated in the brainstorming stage, 

two weeks were set aside in the sorting and rating stages, participants were free to save, 

continue work and return to the site at their own convenience.  

 

 

2.3.3 Outcome measures 

 

The primary outcome measure in this study was the list of topics derived from the GCM with 

which interns and other respondents would include when asked to design an intern preparatory 

course for interacting with the radiology department. The secondary outcome measures were 
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the rating of these strategies in terms of effectiveness and importance of inclusion in a 

preparation for practice module.  

 

 

2.4 Data analysis 

 

Data analysis employed The Concept System © software which utilises multidimensional 

scaling (MDS) to create a series of interrelated maps organising the data and hierarchical 

cluster analysis (HCA) of the MDS coordinates. This two-dimensional composition illustrates 

the preparatory topic statements and their relationship to each other through points on the map. 

The closer the points are together in terms of distance on the map, the closer their relationship 

to each other. 

 

CHAPTER 3: RESULTS 

 

3.1 Introduction  

The study involved administration of a quantitative survey to current Irish medical interns and 

radiologists to investigate their perceptions regarding the intern’s readiness to interact with 

radiology department. This analysis was supplemented by the consensus-building Group 

Concept Mapping study, where the participants were asked to identify the important points to 

be considered when designing a radiology module in the undergraduate medical curriculum. 
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3.2 Results of the intern survey 

 

Seven hundred and thirty-three interns working in Irish teaching hospitals in 2017 were invited 

to participate in this study, and a total of 100 responses were received. This corresponds to a 

response rate of 14%.  

 

3.2.1 Demographics and educational background of the interns 

 

The majority of intern respondents were female 52% (N=52) The age range of most of the 

respondents was between 20 -25 years 65% (N=65), and the remaining percentage split was as 

follows:  26-30 years 22% (N=22), 31-35 years 11% (N=11), and 36-40 years 2% (N=2). All 

the interns graduated in Ireland. The majority graduated in 2017 94% (N=94) and the 

remaining 6% (N=6) graduated in 2016. 

Most interns, 69% (N=69) had completed the undergraduate-entry (i.e. school leavers) medical 

programme. The remaining 31%(N=31) had completed a graduate-entry programme, which is 

open to students who have already completed an undergraduate degree prior to studying 

medicine. Most graduate-entry programme graduates, 21%, (N=21), had studied science or 

health care-related degrees; the breakdown was as follows: biochemistry 3% (N=3); biology, 

4% (N=4); biomedical science 3% (N=3); nursing 3% (N=3); general science 2% (N=2); 

pharmacy 1% (N=1);   physiotherapy 2% (N=2);  neuroscience 1% (N=1); genetics 1% (N=1); 

electrical engineering 1% (N=1); science and anatomy 1%(N=1); physiology 1% (N=1). 

A small number of graduate-entry based interns, 7% (N=7), had originally completed non-

scientific degree programme, as detailed here: music 1% (N=1); law 1% (N=1); philosophy and 
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psychology 1% (N=1); commerce 1% (N=1);  Italian literature 1% (N=1); education 1% 

(N=1); and economics 1% (N=1). 

The majority of interns, 94% (N=94), had no prior exposure to radiology before commencing 

their medical training. Only 6% (N=6) reported prior exposure to radiology.   

At the time of the survey, most of the respondents were based in the Departments of Surgery 

49% (N=49) and Medicine 45% (N=45). The minority were in other disciplines – Obstetrics & 

Gynaecology 3%,(N=3), Paediatrics 2%, (N=2), and Emergency Medicine 1%,( N=1). 

 

 

3.2.2  Intern exposure to radiology during undergraduate training in medicine 

 

Radiology teaching received by the interns during undergraduate training 

Most of the interns, 67% (N=67) felt that they were adequately taught radiology during their 

undergraduate training. Of these, 9% (N=9) perceived the training received as ‘very adequate’. 

The same percentage of the respondents felt that the radiology teaching was ‘adequate’ and 

‘somewhat adequate’, 29% (N=29) respectively. 

33% (N=33) of intern respondents felt radiology teaching received during undergraduate 

training was ‘inadequate’. Of these, 7% (N=7) of respondents felt that radiology teaching they 

received was ‘very inadequate’, 12 % (N=12) felt the teaching was ‘inadequate’, and 14% 

(N=14)perceived it as ‘somewhat inadequate’ (Figure 3.1). 
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Figure 3.1. Intern perception of adequacy of radiology teaching received during 

undergraduate training 

 

 

 

 

Knowledge of radiology relative to other clinical subjects in the undergraduate curriculum 

The majority of interns 55% (N=55), reported ‘adequate’ knowledge of radiology when 

compared to other subjects, but 45% (N=45) reported ‘inadequate’ knowledge of radiology 

compared with other subjects.  Of the respondents that reported adequate knowledge, only 9% ( 

N=9) felt it was ‘very adequate’, 20% (N=26) felt it was ‘adequate’, and 26% (N=26) felt it 

was ‘somewhat adequate.’ 

Of the respondents that reported that their knowledge of radiology was ‘inadequate ‘when 

compared to other subjects, 6% (N=6) felt it was ‘very inadequate’, 21% (N=21) perceived 
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their knowledge as ‘inadequate’, and 18% (N=18) felt it was ‘somewhat inadequate’ (Table 

3.1). 

 

Table 3.1. Knowledge of radiology compared with other clinical subjects in the 

undergraduate curriculum in the intern sample (N=100) 

 

 

Knowledge level Percent 

Adequate 20.0 

Inadequate 21.0 

Somewhat adequate 26.0 

Somewhat inadequate 18.0 

Very adequate 9.0 

Very inadequate 6.0 

  

Total 100.0 

 

 

Adequacy of formal teaching in radiation protection during undergraduate training 

Forty-three percent (N=43) of interns reported that they received formal radiation protection 

teaching during their undergraduate training. Thirty-five percent (N=35) were informally 

taught, and 22% (N=22) had little or no exposure to radiation protection matters (Table 3.2). 
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Table 3.2   Formal teaching in radiation protection during undergraduate training in the 

intern sample (N=100) 

 

Formal teaching of radiation protection  Percent 

I had little or no exposure to radiation protection matters 22.0 

I was informally taught about radiation protection 35.0 

Yes I attended a formal course 43.0 

 

The majority of the respondents that received formal teaching in radiation protection during 

their undergraduate degree felt that the course prepared them for clinical practice as an intern 

(N=40).  Of this number, 42% (N=18) felt that the course ‘adequately ‘prepared them for 

practice, 40% (N=17) described it as ‘somewhat adequate’, and 2% (N=5) ‘very adequately 

prepared’. Fifteen percent (N=7) felt the radiation protection course received did not prepare 

them for practice, 7% (N=3), felt ‘inadequately’ prepared, and 9% (N=4) felt it was ‘somewhat 

inadequate’ (Figure 3.2). 

Figure 3.2 Adequacy of formal teaching of radiation protection during undergraduate 

training in the intern sample (N=100) 
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Familiarity with 10-day rule in imaging patients of childbearing age at the beginning of the 

intern training 

 

The majority of interns 77% ( N=77) were not familiar with the 10-day rule; of this number, 

31% (N=31)were ‘very unfamiliar’; 37% (N=37) ‘unfamiliar’; 9% (N=9)‘somewhat 

unfamiliar’. 23%( N=23) reported that they were familiar with the rule; only 1% ( 

N=1)indicated that they were ‘very familiar,’; 8% (N=8) were ‘familiar ‘; and 14% 

(N=14)‘somewhat familiar’ with the 10-day rule (Table 3.3). 

Table 3.3   Familiarity with 10-day rule in imaging patients of childbearing age at the 

beginning of the intern training in the intern sample (N=100) 

 

Familiarity with 10-day rule Percentage of total sample 

Familiar 8.0 

Somewhat familiar 14.0 

Somewhat unfamiliar 9.0 

Unfamiliar 37.0 

Very familiar 1.0 

Very unfamiliar 31.0 

Total 100.0 

 

 

 

3.2.3 Radiology and working as an intern 
 

Interns’ perceptions of undergraduate medical training and preparedness for interacting 

with the radiology department during intern year 
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The majority of the respondents, 66% (N=66), felt that the undergraduate medical training did 

not prepare them for interacting with radiology department. 11% (N=11) felt ‘very 

unprepared’, 37% (N=37) felt ‘unprepared,’ and 18% (N=18) felt ‘somewhat unprepared’. 34 

% (N=34) felt that the undergraduate training prepared them for interacting with radiology; of 

these, 2%( N=2) felt they were ‘very prepared,’ 6% (N=6) felt they were ‘prepared’, and 26% 

(N=26) felt that they were ‘somewhat prepared’(Figure 4.3). 

 

Fig 3.3   Undergraduate medical training and preparedness for interacting with radiology 

during intern year in the intern sample 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Intern confidence regarding understanding of the different imaging modalities, and their 

indication in radiology 
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Sixty-six percent(N=66) of intern respondents indicated that they were confident that they had 

a clear understanding of the different imaging modalities, and their indication in radiology. 7%  

(N=7)indicated they were ‘very confident’; 22% (N=22), ‘confident’; 37% (N=37), ‘somewhat 

confident’. Thirty-four percent perceived that they did not have a clear understanding of the 

various imaging modalities, and their indication in radiology. Of these 2% ( N=2) was ‘very 

unconfident’, 14% ( N=14)‘not confident’, and 18% (N=18)were ‘somewhat unconfident’ (see 

Table 3.4). 

 

 

Table 3.4 Confidence regarding understanding of the different imaging modalities, and 

their indication in radiology in the intern sample (N=100) 

 

Confidence regarding clear understanding of the different 

imaging modalities 

 

Percentage 

 

Very confident 7.0 

Confident 22.0 

Somewhat confident 37.0 

Somewhat unconfident 18.0 

Not confident 14.0 

Very unconfident 2.0 
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Percentage of normal working day spent interacting with the radiology department 

These interactions include requesting radiology tests, preparing patients for radiology 

examinations, and procedures, multidisciplinary meetings, radiology results follow up, and 

communicating the results. Most of the interns, 65% (N=65), reported spending less than 25%  

of their time during internship interacting with radiology. 31% (N=35) reported spending 25 to 

50% of the day, and 4% (N=4) reported spending more than half a day (51-75%) interacting 

with radiology related matters (Figure 3.4). 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Number of normal working day spent interacting with the radiology 

department including ordering tests, preparing patients, multidisciplinary meetings and 

following up or communicating results in the intern sample (N=100) 
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Attending a radiology multidisciplinary meeting as part of the intern’s role 

Twenty four percent (N=24) of the interns reported that they frequently attend the radiology 

multidisciplinary meeting. 41% (N=41) reported that they attended occasionally, and 35% 

(N=35) had never attended the meeting (Figure 3.5). 

 

 

Figure 3.5 Intern attendance at a radiology multidisciplinary meeting 

 

 

 

 

Usefulness of occasional or frequent multidisciplinary meeting as part of patient care role 

Most respondents 65% (N=65) who attended the radiology multidisciplinary meeting 

frequently or occasionally reported that they found the meetings ‘useful’; of these, 10% (N=7) 
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found the radiology meetings ‘very useful’, 35% (N=23) ‘useful’, and 42% (N=27) ‘somewhat 

useful’. 5% (N=3) reported that they found the radiology multidisciplinary meeting ‘not 

useful’, and 8% (N=5), ‘somewhat not useful’ (Figure 3.6). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6 Usefulness of occasional or frequent multidisciplinary meeting as part of 

patient care role in the sample of interns who attended this meeting (N=65) 

 

 

 

Frequency of uncertainty regarding radiology examination indication when filling the 

request form 

 

Most interns, 53% (N=53), reported frequent uncertainty regarding the indication for the 

radiology examination; of this number, 4% (N=4) reported very ‘frequently uncertain’, 14% 

(N=14) ‘frequently’ uncertain, and the highest percentage of respondents, 35% (N=35), 

reported being ‘somewhat frequently’ uncertain of the indication. Forty-seven percent (N=47) 
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of the interns perceived  that they were infrequently uncertain of the indications of the 

radiology exams; of these, 17% (N=17) were ‘infrequently uncertain’, 1% (N=1) ‘very 

infrequently’, and 29% (N=29) ‘somewhat infrequently’ (Figure 3.7). 

 

 

 

Figure 3.7   Frequency of uncertainty regarding radiology exam indication when filling 

the request form in the intern sample (N=100) 

 

 

 

Challenges in dealing with radiology department 

 

When asked to rate on a 5-point difficulty scale the greatest challenges in dealing with their 

radiology department, the observed results are presented in Table 3.5. 
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Table 3.5 Percentage of responses for each point on 5-point difficulty scale for each 

challenge in dealing with radiology department in the intern sample (N=100) 

 

Challenges 1 (not difficult) 2 3 4 5 (most difficult) 

Getting a study done when needed 5.0 15.0 30.0 30.0 20.0 

Communicating with the 

Whenradiographer or radiologist 

8.0 11.0 22.0 28.0 31.0 

The online ordering system 39.0 33.0 17.0 9.0 2.0 

Deciding which study to choose 13.0 38.0 40.0 8.0 1.0 

Receiving the results of the test 25.0 37.0 19.0 13.0 6.0 

Acting on the results of the test 21.0 25.0 25.0 20.0 9.0 

Preparing patients for a test or 

intervention 

17.0 25.0 32.0 21.0 5.0 

 

When asked to identify the challenges encountered when dealing with radiology, 50% (N=50) 

of the intern respondents indicated difficulty in getting the study done when required. Of these, 

20 % (N=20) indicated it was ‘most difficult’, 30% (N=30) indicated it was ‘difficult’. 20 % 

(N=20) asserted that it was ‘not difficult’. Of these, 5% (N=5) specified ‘not difficult’, 15% 

(N=15) ‘less difficult’. 30% (N=30) were neutral. 

Fifty nine percent (N=59) of the interns indicated difficulty in communicating with the 

radiographer or radiologist. Of these 31% (N=31) reported ‘most difficult’, 28% (N=28) 

reported ‘difficult’.19% of the interns indicated no difficulty in communicating; of these, 8% 

reported ‘not difficult’, 11%(N=11) ‘less difficult’, and 22%(N=22) were neutral. 

Seventy two percent (N=72) reported no difficulty with the online ordering system. Of these, 

39% (N=39) reported ‘not difficult’, and 33% (N=33) reported ‘less difficult’. 
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11% (N=11) reported difficulty with the online ordering system. Of these, 2% (N=2) reported 

‘most difficult’, 9% (N=9) reported ‘difficult’.17% (N=17) were neutral. 

Fifty-one percent (N=51) asserted that there was no difficulty in deciding which study to 

choose. Of these, 13 % (N=13) selected ‘not difficult’, 38% (N=38) ‘less difficult’.  9% (N=9) 

reported difficulty in deciding which study to choose; of these, 1%(N=1) reported ‘very 

difficult’, 8% (N=8) reported ‘difficult’, and 40% (N=40) were neutral. 

62% (N=62) reported no difficulty in receiving results of the test requested. Of this number,  

25% (N=25) selected ‘not difficult’, 37% (N=37) ‘less difficult’. 19% (N=19) reported 

difficulty in receiving the results of the test; of these, 6% (N=6) chose ‘most difficult’, 13% 

(N=13) ‘difficult’. 19 % (N=19) was neutral.  

46% (N=46) reported no difficulty in acting on the results of the test; of these, 21 % (N=21) 

reported ‘not difficult’,  25% (N=25) ‘less difficult’. 29% (N=29) reported difficulty in acting 

on the results; of these, 9% (N=9) reported most difficult, 20% (N=20) reported difficulty. 25% 

(N=25) were neutral. 

39% (N=39) of the intern respondents reported no difficulty in preparing the patients for a test 

or intervention; of these, 17% (N=17) reported ‘not difficult’, 25% (N=25) ‘less difficult’.   

26% reported difficulty in preparing; of these, 5% reported ‘most difficult’, 21 % ‘difficult’. 

32% were neutral. 
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Source of guidance regarding the choice of imaging modality 

The majority of the interns, 74% (N=74), reported that if they need guidance, they ask the 

colleague from the team. 11% (N=11) look it up on the internet, and 5% (N=5) ask the 

consultant. 7% (N=7) reported other guidance, which included the combination of asking the 

colleague on the team, asking consultant, and looking it up on the internet (Table 3.6). The 

internet sources for guidance on choice imaging modality used by the respondents was a search 

engine like google, 46% (N=46), while 32% (N=32) reported using specific radiology site such 

as irefer, ACR or radiopedia, and 3% (N=3) reported using other sources (Table 3.7) 

 

Table 3.6 Source of guidance regarding the choice of imaging modality in the intern 

sample (N=100) 

Source of guidance on the choice of imaging modality  Percentage 

Ask a colleague on your team 74.0 

Ask a radiologist 3.0 

Ask your consultant 5.0 

Look it up on the internet 11.0 

Other (please specify) 7.0 

Total 100.0 

 

 

Table 3.7 Internet sources for guidance on choice of imaging modality in the intern 

sample (N=100) 
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Internet sources for guidance on choice of imaging modality Percentage 

A specific radiology site such as irefer, ACR, or radiopedia 32.0 

Other (please specify) 3.0 

Use a search engine such as google 46.0 

Total 100.0 

 

 

 

Approachability of the radiology department regarding questions on choice of imaging 

modality 

 

Fifty two percent (N=52) of the respondents felt that the radiology department was 

approachable. 9% (N=9) reported ‘very approachable’, 19% (N=19) ‘approachable’, 24% 

(N=24) ‘somewhat approachable’. Conversely, 48% (N=48) of the interns felt that the 

radiology department was ‘not approachable’. Of these, 7% (N=7) reported ‘very 

unapproachable’, 16% (N=16) ‘unapproachable’, 25% (N=25) ‘somewhat unapproachable’ 

(Figure 3.8). 

 

Figure 3.8 Approachability of the radiology department regarding questions on choice of 

imaging modality in the intern sample (N=100) 
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Use of radiology results 

When asked what they would do if the shift ends, and they have ordered a radiology exam 

which is expect to be performed within 8 hours of their shift ending, 51% (N=51) reported that 

at the end of the shift they hand over the information to the team that is taking over. Thirty-six 

percent (N=36) reported that they check the following day, 7% (N=7) follow up the exam from 

home, and 6% (N=6) go home without checking at all (Figure 3.9). 

When asked about checking radiology results, 87% (N=87) reported that they frequently check 

the radiology results; of these, 24% (N=24) check ‘very frequently’, 40% (N=40)  ‘frequently’, 

and 23% (N=23) ‘somewhat frequently’. In contrast, 13% (N=13) reported ‘infrequently’ 

checking the radiology results, 1% (N=1) ‘very infrequently’, 12% (N=12) ‘somewhat 

infrequently’. When asked about the form of viewing the radiology results, 94% (N=94) of 
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interns reported that they view the results in the hospital computer. 3% (N=3) get the verbal 

report, and 3% (N=3) request the hard copy or printed report from radiology (Figure 3.10) 

Most of the interns, 74% (N=74), reported that they are confident in discussing the results with 

the patient. 6% (N=6) were ‘very confident’, 37% (N=37) ‘confident’, and 31% (N=31) 

‘somewhat confident’. 26% (N=26) reported that they were not confident in communicating 

the results to the patient, with 4% (N=4) ‘very unconfident’, 3% (N=3) ‘unconfident’, and 19% 

(N=19) ‘somewhat unconfident’. 

The majority of the respondents, 74% (N=74) reported that they frequently view the images of 

the radiology test requested. 26% (N=26) reported infrequently viewing the images of the test 

ordered. The majority view the results in the hospital computer. 

 

Figure  3.9   Responses to “What do you do if the shift ends, and you have ordered a 

radiology exam which you expect will be performed within 8 hours of your shift ending?” 

in the intern sample (N=100) 
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Figure  3.10  Form of reviewing  radiology test results based on responses from the intern 

sample (N=100) 

 

 

 

 

 

Level of confidence in understanding the indications of the radiology modality test ordered 

When asked to rate on a 6-point confidence scale their confidence in understanding the 

indication across various imaging modalities, a summary of these results is presented in Table 

3.8. 
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Table 3.8 Percentage of responses across six confidence level grades in relation to tests 

where there was awareness of the indications, based on responses from the intern sample 

 

Indications  Very 

confident  

Confident  Somewhat 

confident  

Somewhat 

unconfident  

Unconfident  Very 

unconfident  

Plain film 25.0 49.0 19.0 3.0 2.0 2.0 

Ultrasound  18.0 30.0 23.0 13.0 9.0 7.0 

CT 13.0 24.0 41.0 12.0 7.0 3.0 

MRI 6.0 14.0 42.0 23.0 10.0 5.0 

PET CT 2.0 14.0 22.0 28.0 21.0 13.0 

Nuclear 

medicine 

1.0 2.0 17.0 31.0 27.0 22.0 

 

Ninety three percent ( N=93), of the intern respondents reported confidence in understanding  

the indications of the plain films; of these, 25% (N=25) were ‘very confident’, 49% (N=49) 

‘confident’, 19% (N=19) ‘somewhat confident’.  5% (N=5) were ‘not confident’; of these, 2% 

(N=2) were ‘very unconfident’, 2% ( N=2) ‘unconfident’, and 3% (N=3) ‘somewhat 

unconfident’. 

78% (N=78) reported confidence in understanding indications for CT. Of these, 13% (N=13) 

responded ‘very confident’, 24%(N=24) ‘confident’, and 41 % (N=41) ‘somewhat confident’. 

22% (N=22) were ‘not confident’ with CT indications; of these, 3% (N=3) were ‘very 

unconfident’, 7% (N=7) ‘unconfident’, and 12 % (N=12) ‘somewhat unconfident’.   

71% (N=71) reported confidence in understanding indications for ultrasound. Of these, 18% 

(N=18) were ‘very confident’, 30 % (N=30) ‘confident’, and 23% (N=23) ‘somewhat 

confident’. 29 % (N=29) reported non-confidence with ultrasound indication; of this number, 

7% (N=7) were ‘very unconfident’, 9% (N=9) ‘unconfident’, and 13% (N=13) ‘somewhat 

unconfident’. 
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62% (N=62) reported confidence in understanding MRI indications; of these, 6% (N=6) were 

‘very confident’, 14% ‘confident’, and 42% (N=42) ‘somewhat confident’.  38% (N=38) 

reported non-confidence with MRI indictions; of these, 5% (N=5) were ‘very unconfident’, 

10% (N=10) ‘unconfident’, and 23% (N=23) ‘somewhat unconfident’. 

38% (N=38) reported confidence understanding indications of PET/CT. Of these, 2% (N=2) 

were ‘very confident’, 14% (N=14) ‘confident’, and 22% (N=22) ‘somewhat confident’. 62% 

(N=62) reported non-confidence with understanding PET/CT indications; of these, 13% 

(N=13) were ‘very unconfident’, 21% (N=21) ‘unconfident’, and 28% (N=28) ‘somewhat 

confident’. 

20% (N=20) reported confidence understanding indications of Nuclear medicine. Of these, 1% 

(N=1) were ‘very confident’, 2% (N=2) ‘confident’, and 17% (N=7) ‘somewhat confident’. 

80% (N=80) reported that they were ‘unconfident’ in understanding indications of Nuclear 

Medicine, Of these, 22% (N=22) were ‘very unconfident’, 27% (N=27) ‘unconfident’, and 

31% (N=31) were ‘somewhat unconfident’. 

 

Level of understanding of the use of contrast media for radiology investigations 

Fifty-two percent (N=52) of interns felt that they had adequate understanding of the use of 

contrast medium in radiology investigations. Specifically, 2% (N=2) indicated ‘very adequate’; 

16% (N=16) ‘adequate’; and 35% (N=35) felt it was ‘somewhat adequate’. In contrast, 48% 

(N=48) felt their understanding of the use of contrast media was  inadequate, where 3% (N=3) 

stated ‘very inadequate,’ 15% (N=15) ‘inadequate’, and 29% (N=29) indicated that it was  

‘somewhat inadequate.’( Table 3.9) 
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Table 3.9 Level of interns’ understanding of the use of contrast media for radiology 

investigations in the intern sample (N=100) 

 

Level of understanding of use of contrast               Percentage 

Very Adequate 2.0 

Adequate 16.0 

Somewhat Adequate 35.0 

Somewhat Inadequate 29.0 

Inadequate 15.0 

Very inadequate 3.0 

Total 100.0 

 

 

 

Interest of the interns in a career in radiology, and working as an intern in radiology 

Thirty three percent (N=33) of the intern respondents demonstrated an interest in becoming a 

radiologist. 66% (N=66) reported that they were ‘not interested’ (Table 3.10). When asked if 

the interns have worked in radiology, they all reported that they have never worked in 

radiology as interns. 

 

Table 3.10 Level of the intern interest in becoming a radiologist based on intern responses 

(N=100) 
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Interest  Percentage 

 

Very interested 6.0 

Interested 4.0 

Somewhat interested 23.0 

Somewhat uninterested 14.0 

Uninterested 26.0 

Very uninterested 27.0 

Total 100.0 

 

 

Designing an intern preparatory course: analysis of open comments 

 

In an open-ended question, interns were asked to highlight any topics not covered in this 

survey which were important for inclusion in an intern preparatory course, the following 

themes emerged. Their responses were categorised by the lead investigator using seven 

overarching themes (A-G). 

 

A. Communication with radiologists, and clinical information 

Most of the interns felt communication with the radiologist should be included in the intern 

preparatory radiology course. The following statements are examples of this theme: 

“A list of information that the radiologist is likely to require would be useful” 

“How to make a case for a scan when discussing with the radiologist” 

“How to present the patient relevant details that radiologists like to know” 
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“How to present clinical questions in a meaningful way to radiologists so that they would be 

able to help with the patient’s case.” 

“Indications for scans and what the radiologist likes to see.” 

“What the radiologist wants to know” 

“An induction from the in-hospital radiologist” 

“How to argue your case with the radiologists, they are extremely unhelpful, and try to avoid 

doing CT scans at all costs, will redirect you to every other modality of imaging” 

“Feel radiology should have a course on how to deal with other healthcare professionals as they 

are notorious for their unwillingness to cooperate with other teams” 

“How not to get berated by radiology, i.e. ensure you are well prepared with results and for the 

rudeness that you may be presented with”. 

“Run through ISBAR type scenario for communicating with radiologists. Create a per hospital 

guide as to how to communicate with radiology, information on how to make contact with 

them, and how nighttime imaging requests work in each hospital, e.g. consultant to consultant 

or Registrar to consultant, etc” 

“Structured approach to vetting scans, what information to present or have on hand” 

 

B. Communication with radiographers 

A sample of the comment is presented below: 

“What the radiographer wants in the clinical information” 
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C. Patient preparation for radiology procedures 

Examples of comments belonging to this theme are presented below: 

“What is required to prepare a patient for  e.g. CTPA , Renal biopsy” 

“Why do patients need to fast for certain procedures” 

“The main issue for interns is preparing the patients for scans”  

 

D. Interventional radiology 

Examples of comments belonging to this theme are presented below: 

 “Indications for interventional radiology”. 

“how to prepare the patient for interventional procedures, including whether to fast or not” 

 

E. Clinical radiology 

Examples of comments belonging to this theme are presented below: 

 “Terminology of scans eg. hypoattenuation versus hypodensity, etc, what they mean” 

“Give more one to one understanding radiology using clinical cases”.  

“Tips and tricks for reading CTs, common findings to look for e.g. bowel obstruction, run 

through the case e.g. lung ca,  positive CTPA, perforated diverticulitis, renal pathology, etc, 

point out the findings. Teaching needs to be applicable to a clinical situation, and case.” 
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“If we go through the process of writing a report, weekly tutorials for one hour where we go 

through some cases of the week” 

 

F. Working with the national integrated medical imaging system 

A sample of the comment is presented below: 

 “Dealing with NIMIS” 

 

G. Use of contrast in radiology 

Examples of comments belonging to this theme are presented below: 

 “Main  issue for interns is when to use contrast” 

“Making a formal request, further information on contrast versus non contrast”  

“Discussing scans, contrast” 

 

H. Radiation protection 

A sample of the comments is presented below: 

“understanding radiation protection” 

I. Patient communication 

A sample of the comments is presented below: 

 “Communicating Results to patients” 
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3.3 Results of the radiologist survey 

 

The questionnaire was distributed to the radiologists and SPRs registered in 2017 total of 350, 

only 50 responded, response rate of 14%. 

 

3.3.1 Demographic characteristics and educational background of radiologists 

 

Most of the radiologist respondents were male, 64% (N=36). Most responders, 92% (N=46), 

worked in the teaching hospitals, and a minority, 5% (N=4), are based in the non-teaching 

4hospitals. The majority of the respondents were consultant radiologists, 77% (N=37), and the 

remaining 23 % (N=13) were specialist trainees in radiology (SpR). 

 

Teaching radiology to medical students  

 

Thirty-six percent (N=18) of respondents reported that they teach medical students less than 

once a month.  Twelve percent (N=6) reported teaching the students weekly; 11% (N=5) 

monthly; 4% (N=2) daily. Two percent (N=1) reported that they are not involved in medical 

student teaching (Figure 3.11). 

 

Figure 3.11 Student teaching undertaken by radiologist respondents (N=50) during the 

academic year  
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Examining undergraduate students as part of medical school examinations 

Among the respondents that are involved in teaching undergraduate medical students, 48% 

(N=24) reported that they were not involved in undergraduate medical examinations. 

46% (N= 23) of the respondents involved in teaching medical students also participate in the 

undergraduate medical examination. 

 

Perceived adequacy of radiology teaching received by the radiologists during their 

undergraduate training 

 

When asked to indicate to what extent they feel they received adequate radiology teaching 

during their undergraduate training, the majority of respondents, 60% (N= 30), reported that 

they did not receive adequate radiology teaching during their undergraduate training. Of this 

number, 26% (N=13) reported ‘inadequate training’; 10% (N=5), ‘somewhat inadequate’; and 

24% (N=12) ‘very inadequate’. 40% (N=20) of respondents reported that their undergraduate 

radiology teaching was adequate. Of these, 18% (N=9) reported ‘adequate’ training, 12% 

(N=6) reported ‘somewhat adequate’, and 10% (N=5) ‘very adequate’ training. (Figure 3.12). 
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Figure 3.12 Perceived adequacy of radiology teaching received by the radiologists (N=50)  

during their undergraduate training 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3.2 Radiologists’ perception of intern exposure to radiology during 

undergraduate training in medicine 

 

The majority of the radiologists, 64% (N=32), felt that the interns receive adequate radiology 

teaching during their undergraduate training. Specifically, 16 % (N=8) felt the teaching was 

‘very adequate’; 12% (N6), felt that it was ‘adequate’; 36% (N=18) felt it was ‘somewhat 

adequate’. In contrast, 36% (N=18) of radiologists felt that interns’ exposure to radiology was 

not adequate. Of that number, 4 % (N=2) felt that it was ‘very inadequate’, 24% (N=12) felt it 

was’ inadequate’, and 8% (N=4) felt it was ‘somewhat inadequate (Figure 3.13). 
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Figure 3.13 Radiologists’ (N=50) perception of the extent to which current medical interns 

receive adequate radiology teaching during their undergraduate training 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3.3 Radiologists’ perceptions of intern interactions with the radiology 

department 

 

Radiologists’ perception on how the undergraduate medical training prepares interns for 

interacting with the radiology department during the intern year 

 

Radiologists were asked for their views on how undergraduate medical training prepares 

interns for interacting with the radiology department during the intern year. The majority of the 

radiologists, 52% (N=26), indicated that the interns were not prepared for interacting with the 

radiology department. Of this number, 4% (N=2) felt that they were ‘very unprepared’; 30% 

(N=15), ‘unprepared’; 18% (N=9), ‘somewhat unprepared’. 46% (N=23) of radiologists felt 
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that undergraduate training prepares the interns for interacting with radiology. Of this number, 

8% (N=4) felt that the interns were ‘well prepared’, and 38% (N=19) felt that they were 

‘somewhat prepared’ (Figure 3.14). 

Figure 3.14 Radiologists’ (N=50) perception that undergraduate medical training 

prepares interns for interacting with the radiology department during the intern year 

 
 

 

 

Radiologists’ perceptions regarding interns’ understanding of the indications for various 

imaging modalities 

 

Many of the radiologists, 70% (N=35), felt that interns’ understanding for the various 

modalities was inadequate. Of these, 36% (N=18) reported that it was ‘inadequate’; 24% 

(N=12), ‘somewhat inadequate’; 10% (N=5), ‘very inadequate’. Thirty percent (N=15) of the 

radiologists felt that interns’ understanding of the various modalities is ‘adequate’. Four 

percent (N=2) reported ‘adequate’, 2% (N=1) reported “very adequate”, and 24% (N=12) 

reported ‘somewhat adequate’.( Figure 3:15). 
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Figure 3.15   Radiologists’ (N=50) perceptions of interns’ understanding of indications for 

various imaging modalities  

 

 

 

 

 

Radiologists’ perceptions of interns’ uncertainty regarding the indication of the radiology  

examination 

The majority of the radiologists, 92% (N=46) reported that they felt that the interns were 

frequently uncertain regarding the indication of the radiology examination. Of this number, 

38% (N=19) reported ‘frequently’, 24% (N=12) ‘very frequently’, and 30% (N=15) ‘somewhat 

frequently.’ Eight percent (N=4) of the radiologists felt that the interns were infrequently 

uncertain regarding the indication of the radiology examination. Four percent (N=2) reported 

‘not frequently’, and 4% (N=2) reported ‘somewhat infrequently’ (Figure 3:16). 

Figure 3.16 Radiologists’ (N=50) perceptions regarding how frequently they feel interns 

have uncertainty regarding the radiology exam indications 
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Radiologists’ perception regarding intern uncertainty based on imaging 

modality 

 

Figure 3.17 summarises radiologists’ perceptions of intern uncertainty regarding indications for 

the various imaging modalities, where they were asked to check which of the modalities were 

more likely to be areas of uncertainty for interns.  Radiologists felt that the interns were 

unceetain about the indications of the following modalities in the decreasing order: MRI, CT, 

interventional radiology,   nuclear medicine, and ultrasound. 

 

 

Figure 3.17   Radiologists’ views (N= 50) regarding intern uncertainty with respect to 

indication for various imaging modalities. 
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Radiologists’ perceptions of interns’ performance in interacting with radiology department 

When the radiologists were asked to rate on a 5- point scale ranging from 1=poor to 

5=excellent,  interns’ performance in terms of interaction with radiology department, a 

summary of the results is presented in Table 3.11 

 

 

      

Table 3.11 Radiologists’ (N=50) ratings of interns’ performance in terms of interaction 

with radiology department (1 = poor, to 5 = excellent) 
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Providing relevant clinical information. 8 21 12 9 0 

Understanding the indication for the 

studies they are requesting. 

9 25 14 2 0 

Deciding which modality is appropriate 8 25 15 2 0 

Communicating with the radiographer or 

radiologist 

3 19 19 9 0 

Receiving the results of the test 1 14 16 17 2 

Acting on the results of the test 2 15 17 15 0 

Preparing patients for a test or intervention 6 17 19 6 0 

 

As indicated in Table 3.11, radiologists rated the following performance domains as most 

inadequate: understanding study indication 68%( N=34);  selecting the most appropriate 

imaging modality 66%( N= 33) providing relevant clinical information 58%( N=29); selecting 

the most appropriate imaging modality. 

 

 

Approachability of the radiology department regarding questions on choice of imaging 

modality 

When the radiologists were asked about the approachability of their department if an intern has 

a question regarding the choice of the imaging  modality,  66% (N=33) felt that their 

departments were approachable; 48% (N=24) reported ‘approachable’, 12% (N=6), ‘somewhat 

approachable’, and 24% (N=12) ‘very approachable’. 16% (N=8) of the radiologists reported 

that their departments were not approachable. Of these, 4% (N=2) felt their departments were 

‘very unapproachable’, and 12% (N=6) felt their departments were ‘somewhat 

unapproachable’. (Figure 3.18) 
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Figure 3.18 Radiologists’ (N=50) perceptions of approachability of the radiology 

department regarding questions on choice of imaging modality 

      

  

 

 

 

 

Perceptions of radiologists regarding interns’ checking the radiology results 

The majority of the radiologists, 74% (N= 37) perceive that the interns check  the radiology 

results; of this number, 4% (N=2) reported ‘very frequently, 34% (N=17) reported ‘frequently’, 

and 36% (N=18) reported ‘somewhat frequently’.  

Twenty-six percent (N=13) of the radiologist reported that they perceive that the interns do not  

frequently check the radiology results; of this number, 8% (N=4) reported ‘infrequently’, 16% 

(N=8) ‘somewhat infrequently’, and 2% (N=2) ‘very infrequently’  (Table 3.12). 

 

Table 3.12 Radiologist perception of interns checking radiology results  
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 Frequency Percentage 

Very infrequently 1 2.0 

Frequently 17 34.0 

Infrequently 4 8.0 

Somewhat frequently 18 36.0 

Somewhat infrequently 8 16.0 

Very frequently 2 4.0 

Total 50 100.0 

 

 

 

Perceptions of radiologists regarding interns’ viewing of the images of the test ordered 

The majority of the radiologists, 84% (N=42) perceive that the interns infrequently looked at 

the images; of these, 36% N=18) reported ‘infrequently’, 18% (N=9) reported ‘somewhat 

infrequently’, and 30% (N=15) reported ‘very infrequently’.14% (N=7) felt that the interns 

viewed the images of the radiology test they have ordered; 4% (N=2) reported ‘frequently’, and 

10% (N=5) reported ‘somewhat frequently’ (Figure 3.19).  

 

Figure 3.19  Radiologists’ perceptions regarding interns viewing the images of the test 

requested. 
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3.3.3.1 Perceptions of radiologists regarding interns’ understanding of the 

indications of various imaging modalities 

 

When the radiologists were asked to rate on a 6-point scale the interns’ understanding of the 

indications of various imaging modalities, a summary of the results is presented in Table 3.13. 

            

 

Table 3.13  Radiologists’ perceptions (summarised as total frequency across response 

categories) regarding interns’ understanding of the indications of various imaging 

modalities 

 

 

Modalities Very 

unconfident  

Not 

confident  

Somewhat 

unconfident  

Somewhat 

confident  

Confident  Very 

confident  

Plain film 2 5 5 21 14 3 
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CT 3 7 19 18 2 1 

MRI 3 8 18 14 7 0 

Ultrasound 6 15 19 8 2 0 

Nuclear 

medicine 

10 22 11 5 2 0 

Interventio

nal  

radiology  

12 22 11 3 1 0 

 

Radiologists perceived that interns were not confident  in understanding  the use  most imaging 

modalities ,  Interventional radiology 90%( N=45), Nuclear medicine 86%(N=43) Ultrasound 

80% ( N=40) CT  58% ( N=29)  most  radiologists 70%( N=35) felt interns were confident in 

understanding plain films. 

          

 

 

3.3.3.2 Perceptions of radiologists regarding interns’ understanding of the 

use of contrast media 

 

Most of the radiologists 86% (N=43) reported that they feel the interns have an inadequate 

understanding of the use of contrast media for radiology investigations. Of these 10% (n=5) 

reported ‘very inadequate,’ 46% (N=23) reported ‘inadequate’, and 30% (N=15) reported 

‘somewhat inadequate’. Twelve percent (N=6) reported that they feel the interns have an 

adequate understanding of the use contrast medium for radiology investigations. Of these, 2% 

(N=1) reported adequate understanding, and 10% (N=5) reported somewhat adequate (Figure 

3.20). 
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Figure 3.20  Radiologists’ perception of interns understanding of the use of contrast media 

      

 

      

      

      

3.3.3.3 Radiologists perceptions of the interns’ understanding of radiation 

protection as it applies in radiology imaging 

      

The majority of the radiologists, 78% (N=39), feel that the interns have inadequate 

understanding of radiation protection as it applies in radiology imaging. Of these, 24% (N=12) 

reported’ very inadequate’, 26% (N=13) reported ‘inadequate’, and 28% (N=14) reported 

‘somewhat inadequate.’22% (N=8) reported that they feel the interns have an adequate 

understanding of radiation protection. Of these 2% (N=1) reported ‘very adequate’, 6% (N=3) 

reported ‘adequate’, and 14% (N=7) reported ‘somewhat adequate’.( Figure 3:21) 
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Figure 3.21  Radiologists’ perceptions regarding the level of interns’ understanding of 

radiation protection as it applies in radiology imaging 

      

      

 

 

 

 

 

3.3.3.4  Open-ended comments 

 

When questioned if they were asked to design an intern preparatory course for interacting with 

radiology department, and whether there were any topics not covered in this survey which they 

felt are important, the following five themes (A-E) emerged: 

 

A. Communication and clinical information  

Most radiologists expressed that communication, e.g. appropriate clinical information, and 

discussing the clinical cases with radiology, should be part of the undergraduate radiology 
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curriculum. Some radiologists preferred that the cases be discussed by senior members of the 

team, not the interns. Examples of comments belonging to this theme are presented below: 

” Appropriate clinical information is essential.”  

” How to put the information we need to know down” “ 

“Patients clinical information”  

“How to ignore instructions from the team, and think for themselves,” being prepared to 

discuss the case as opposed to “oh I didn’t see the patient”.   

 “Why do I as a consultant have to repetitively interact with an intern at all? it doesn't happen 

as much in other jurisdictions.”  

 

B. Imaging modalities and requesting examinations 

The radiologists mentioned that interns should be taught various image modalities, and the use 

of radiology investigations.  Examples of comments belonging to this theme are presented 

below: 

“Choosing and using radiology investigations.” 

“Every medical staff need to understand that newer techniques do not mean better, they are 

simple more specialised to answer specific questions, and basic radiological techniques like X 

Ray, and ultrasound should not be abandoned”  

“Understanding why multiphase CT may sometimes be required.” 

Understanding MRI indications 

Awareness of waiting list, and prioritisation, to minimise unnecessary examinations. 
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C. Patient preparation for radiology examinations 

Examples of comments belonging to this theme are presented below: 

 “Fasting patients pre ultrasound abdomen, filling bladder pre transabdominal pelvic 

ultrasound“. “Explaining the procedure to the patient.” 

“Sufficient IV access, e.g. Exams which require green line”. 

      

D. Understanding contrast media 

“Understanding contrast media” 

 

E. Radiation safety 

“Radiation safety” 

 

 

 

Table  3.14  Summary of open ended resposes for interns and radiologists: 

what  should be included in the undergraduate radiology module 

Interns Radiologists 

Communication with radiologist and  

radiographers  

Communication  skills when 

discussing imaging requested 
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Table 3:15 Summary of the results of the interns’ and radiologists’ survey 

responses 

 

 Interns  Radiologists 

Undergraduate medical education 

preparedness for radiology 

interactions 

66% (N=66) unprepared   52% (N=26) felt intens 

were unprepared 

Radiation protection Radiation safety 

Use of contrast in radiology Understanding of contrast 

Patient preparation for radiology procedures Patient preparation for radiology 

examinations. 

How to provide relevant,appropriate clinical 

information for radiologist 

Imaging modalites and 

requesting examinations 

Clinical radiology terminology  

NIMIS how to fill the request Appropriate clinical information 
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Understanding indication when 

filling request form 

52% (N=52) lacked 

understanding 

92% (N=46) felt interns 

frequently uncertain. 

Radiology contrast media usage 52% (N=52) indicated 

inadequate understanding 

86% (N=43), felt interns do 

not understand 

Radiation protection & 10-day rule 43% (N=43) had formal 

teaching. 

77% were unfamiliar with 

10d ay rule. 

78% (N=39) felt interns 

have inadequate knowledge  

Checking results of test requested 87% (n=71) check results 74% (N=37) perceive that 

interns check results 

Viewing inages of test ordered 71% (N=71) frequently 

viewed 

84% (N=42) perceive 

interns do not view images 

Undergraduate radiology teaching 67% (N=67) felt they 

received adequate radiology 

teaching 

64% (N=32) perceive 

interns receive adequate 

teaching 

 

Approachability of radiology 

department 

 

 

 

48% (N=48) felt it was 

unapproachable 

16% (N=8) felt the 

department was 

unapproachable 

  

 

 

3.4 Univariate comparison of intern and radiologist questionnaire responses 

 

Mann-Whitney U comparisons of intern and radiologist responses to selected items were 

completed. It was demonstrated that radiologists were significantly more likely to rate interns’ 

undergraduate training in radiology as adequate when compared with interns themselves. 

(U=1792, z=-2.78, P = 0.004). Radiologists were significantly more likely to rate their 
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department as approachable relative to interns (U=1318, z=4.82, P < 0.001). No significant 

difference was observed between interns and radiologists with respect to how they rated intern 

preparedness to interact with the radiology department (P > 0.05). Radiologists were 

significantly less likely than interns themselves to express confidence in intern’s awareness of 

the indications for the following modalities: plain film (U=1345, z=-4.10, P < 0.001), 

ultrasound (U=1392, z=-3.42, P = 0.001), CT (U=1412.5, z=-3.20, P = 0.001), and MRI 

(U=1164.5, z=-3.07, P = 0.002). Radiologists were also more likely to state that interns did not 

frequently look at the images ordered (U=394, z=-8.50, P < 0.001), and believed that interns 

checked the results of the tests ordered less frequently compared to the responses of  interns  

themselves (U=1629, z=-3.47, P = 0.001). Radiologists also rated interns’ understanding of the 

use of contrast media (U=339, z=-6.46, P < 0.001) and indications for imaging modality 

relative to interns (U=353, z=-6.67, P < 0.001). 

 

3.5   Univariate comparisons of gender and programme differences across 

intern questionnaire responses 

 

Female interns were significantly more likely to rate the radiology as unapproachable relative 

to males (U=918.5, z=-2.32, P = 0.02). No other gender differences across the item responses 

achieved statistical significance (all P > 0.05). Interns who graduated from a graduate-entry 

programme were less likely than their undergraduate-entry counterparts to rate the quality of 

their undergraduate radiology education as adequate (U=771, z=-2.28, P = 0.02). They were 

also more likely to report that they did not frequently look at the images ordered (U=733, z= 

2.64, P = 0.008). No further programme-related differences were observed.  
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3.6. GROUP CONCEPT MAPPING RESULTS 

 

Stage 1: Brain storming:  

When the participants were asked if they were to design a preparatory course for radiology, a 

number of statements emerged. Sixty-nine participants submitted responses during the 

brainstorming stage. In total, 87 non-duplicate statements were submitted. 56.5% (N=39) of the 

respondents during this stage were male, and the remaining 43.5% (N=3) were female. Ninety 

percent (N=62) completed their medical training in Ireland, and the remaining 10% (N=7) 

completed their training in Europe (6%, N=4) or an unspecified location (4%, N=3). 24.6% 

(N=17) graduated between 1972-1990, 23.1% (N=16) between 1991-1999, 21.7% (N=15), and 

27.5% (N=19) between 2000-2017. 15.9% (N=11) of respondents were consultant radiologists, 

34.7% (N=24) were consultant grade doctors in other specialties, 15.9% (N=11) were specialist 

registrars (across a variety of specialties), 14.5% (N=10) were senior house officers, 4.3% 

(N=3) were registrars, and the remaining respondents (14.5%, N=10) included medical 

educators, interns, and unspecified. 

 

 Stage 2:  Sorting and Rating 

In Stage 2, the participants were asked to sort the statements based on thematic similarity. 

Additionally, they were asked to identify which statements are (a) most important, using a five-
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point scale, and (b) difficult or easy to include as a topic in a preparedness for practice course. 

The following cluster maps were generated (Figure 3:22): 

As indicated in the cluster map below, the following six clusters were generated: 

1. Investigation Order- relevant clinical details, and appropriate, necessary examinations. 

2. Clinical decision support- hypothesis of the outcome, based on the clinical background 

3. Radiology department IT and communication-communication with radiologists, 

radiographers, and other radiology departmental staff members. 

4. Adverse reactions and risks - contrast media, radiation 

5. Urgent imaging- triaging urgent versus non urgent to optimise and expedite imaging 

where appropriate. 

6. Interpretation of radiology results 

 

Figure 3.22  The cluster map, where each point corresponds to a statement (N=87) 
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The pattern match map (Figure 3.23) demonstrates  participants’ relative ratings of how 

important and easy or difficult it would be to implement  these in the curriculum. In relation to 

the cluster category Investigation order (relevant clinical details, request form, appropriate 

exams, etc), a review of Figure 3.23 indicates that participants regarded this as both important, 

and easy to implement in the undergraduate radiology preparatory module. A similar profile 

was observed for Communication with the radiology department and IT and Adverse reactions 

and risks. In contrast, Clinical decision support and Urgent imaging were  both rated as 

important, the former more than the latter, but both were perceived as difficult to implement in 

the curriculum. Interpretation of radiology results was ranked as the least important compared 

to the others, and not so easy to implement. 
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Figure 3.23  Pattern match analysis of six thematic clusters using the rating criteria 

“Importance” and “Ease of Inclusion/Implementation” in the GCM  study 
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS DISCUSSION 
 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 

The results of the intern and radiologist survey responses will be discussed. The similarities 

and differences in opinions will be explored. The results of the clusters generated in the GCM 

analysis  will be discussed. 

 

4.1.1 Summary of the results for discussion 

4.1.1.1 Interns 

 

Most interns, 66% (N=66), felt that undergraduate medical training did not prepare them to interact with 

radiology department, although only less than half reported that they received inadequate radiology 

teaching during undergraduate training. The understanding of radiation protection was suboptimal, and 

the majority of the interns 77% (N=77) were unfamiliar with the 10-day rule. More than half of the 

intern respondents 52% (N=52) were frequently uncertain about radiology exam indication when 

completing a request form.  Most interns 59%( N=59) identified challenges in choosing appropriate 

examinations, communicating with the radiology department. Almost half of the interns 49% (N=49) 

also regarded the radiology department as unapproachable. Only 33% are considering radiology as a 

career. 

 

4.1.1.2 Radiologists 

 

More than half of the radiologist respondents, 52% (N=26), felt that the undergraduate medical 

training did not prepare interns to interact with radiology department. Most radiologists 92% ( 

N=46) feel that intern understanding of indications for imaging modalities is inadequate. Most 
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of the radiologists also feel that interns have uncertainty regarding exam indications. Most 

radiologists, 78 % (N=39), felt that the interns’ understanding of radiation protection is 

indequate, and 86% (N=43) perceived that interns understaning of contrast medium not 

adequate. 

 

Analysis of the open-ended comments revealed that both interns and radiologists rated 

communication as an essential component if one were to design the radiology preparatory 

module, with some interns perceiving the radiology department as bullying. 

 

 

4.1.1.3   Results of the Group Concept Mapping Study (GCM)  

 

The GCM study generated clusters of what the participants deemed important when designing 

the radiology module. 

Six clusters were generated and rated in the order of importance and ease of inclusion in a 

preparatory module. 

• Investigation Order- relevant clinical details, and appropriate, necessary 

examinations. 

• Clinical decision support- hypothesis of the outcome, based on the clinical 

background 

• Radiology Department IT and communication-communication with radiologists 

and radiographers 

• Adverse reactions and risks- contrast media, radiation, invasive interventional 

procedures. 
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• Urgent imaging- triaging urgent versus non urgent to optimise and expedite patient 

management where appropriate. 

• Interpretation of radiology results- multimodality results. 

 

The participants felt that investigation order, adverse reactions, and risks, and 

radiology communication and IT can be easily implemented, however, they perceived 

clinical decision support, interpreting radiology results, and urgent imaging, as less 

easy to implement in a radiology preparatory module. 

 

 

4.2. Demographic characteristics of the Interns and Radiologist survey 

respondents 

 

Most of the intern survey respondents were females 52%( N=52) Most intern participants 69% 

N=69)enrolled for medicine directly from secondary school. Less than half, 31%( N=31) had a 

primary degree prior to commencing medicine, with the majority having completed science 

degrees. In contrast to the interns, most of the radiologist respondents 64%(N=32) were males. 

The majority of radiologist respondents 92%( N=46)were based in the teaching hospitals; of 

these, fewer than half were involved in the final year medical students’ examinations. The 

respondents were mainly consultant radiologists 74% ( N=37) and the remainder were 

specialist trainees in radiology. Only 8% ( N=4)of radiologists reported teaching medical 

students daily, with 36 %( N=18) teaching radiology less than once a month. This concurs with 

the prior studies that reported over the decades, that the radiologists have difficulty in getting 

protected time for teaching due to increase demand of the workload. (7, 8, 12, 89)   
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4.3. Exposure to radiology during undergraduate training in medicine 

 

 

4.3.1 Interns’ and radiologist perceptions of radiology teaching received during 

undergraduate training 

 

Most of the interns, 67% (N=67), reported that they felt that the radiology teaching that they 

received during undergraduate training was adequate. This demonstrates improvement, 

compared to the results of previous studies. For example, in a  University of  British Columbia 

study, only 17% of student respondents reported adequate radiology teaching, and 54% rated 

the teaching as poor. (29)  Our results also contrasted to those of Bell et al. (33), where more 

than half of junior doctors reported that undergraduate radiology teaching was not adequate, 

and felt that it should be increased in the curriculum.    

      

More than half, 55%,(N=55) of the intern respondents perceived their knowledge of radiology 

was adequate when compared to other clinical specialities.  This concurs with the narrative of 

the Irish study published by Kassim and colleagues (83), which reported that medical students  

acquire a lot of knowledge from the undergraduate training, which they are empowered with 

when they start working as newly qualified  doctors, but the degree of converting this 

theoretical knowledge to practise is not well known. 

 

Most of the radiologists 60% ( N=30) felt that the radiology teaching that they received during 

their undergraduate medical training was not adequate, and most radiologists 64% ( N=32) 

stated that the current interns received adequate radiology teaching during their undergraduate 
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training. Our study results contrast with those of Schiller et al. (90), where the program 

directors perceived that the interns were deficient in the imaging skills, and concluded that 

there should be an increase in teaching imaging at the  undergraduate level. 

 

Only 36% ( N= 18) of radiologists perceived that current undergraduate radiology teaching is 

inadequate. Univariate comparisons revealed that indeed radiologists are more likely than 

interns to rate interns’ current level of undergraduate radiology teaching as adequate. The 

reason may be that most of the radiologist respondents 92%( N=46)  are in the academic 

hospitals. This may signify a perceived improvement in undergraduate radiology teaching over 

the decades, as evidenced by the fact that most radiologists 60% ( N=30) perceived their own 

undergraduate radiology teaching to be inadequate, whereas they perceived the current interns’ 

undergraduate radiology teaching to be adequate. However, it should be noted that there are 

still approximately a third of the interns and radiologists in this study who felt that current 

interns’ undergraduate radiology teaching was not adequate. The aim is to bring this to zero, 

with every new graduate feeling adequately prepared to deal with radiology. However, it 

should be noted that in a  UK study, Jacob et al.  (41) reported that most junior doctors felt that 

undergraduate radiology teaching was unstructured and inadequate, and recommended 

radiology clinical placements. Only 11% of this UK sample were considering radiology as a 

career.  

 

Some studies have investigated the perceptions of preparedness among interns in Ireland. 

Morris et al. (1) reported lack of preparedness in a survey of Irish interns.   In another study, 

the interns stated that they felt that inadequate preparation had a negative effect on their clinical 

practice during internship. (3)   
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4.4  Radiology and working as an intern: interns and radiologists 

 

4.4.1 Interns’ and radiologists’ perceptions on how the undergraduate medical 

training prepared interns for interacting with the radiology department during the 

internship year 

 

The majority of interns, 66% ( N=66) and radiologists 52% ( N=26) perceived that the 

undergraduate medical training does not prepare the interns well for interacting with the 

radiology department during the internship year.  This highlights the need for radiology 

preparatory module which would address the knowledge gap identified on this study. 

Less than half of the interns, and the radiologists felt that the undergraduate medical training 

adequately prepares the interns to interact with radiology during the intern year. Although the 

interns, and the radiologists assert that the undergraduate radiology teaching received by the 

interns was adequate, both groups concur that the undergraduate radiology teaching did not 

prepare the interns for interacting with radiology during the internship year.  Ferris et al. (79) 

also reported non-readiness of  Irish interns to deal with radiology. Morris et al. (1) asserted 

that the skills that were taught in the undergraduate training were not concordant with what was 

required in practice. 
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4.4.2. Interns and radiologists’ perceptions regarding interns’ understanding of 

radiation protection as it applies in radiology imaging 

 

Most of the radiologists, 78%,( N=39) felt that the interns have inadequate understanding of 

radiation protection as it applies in radiology imaging. Less than half of the intern respondents 

43%( N=43) reported that they had received formal teaching on radiation protection during 

undergraduate training. This demonstrates an improvement when compared to the study 

conducted by McCuster et al. (91) where only 1% of Irish medical students and junior doctors 

reported to have had completed a formal radiation protection course. Knowledge of radiation 

protection is inadequate, as most of the interns, 77%,(N=77) were not familiar with the ten-day 

rule in imaging patients of childbearing age at the beginning of their internship year.  

Numerous studies have reported  that the knowledge of radiation related matters among interns 

and non-consultant doctors was suboptimal. (44, 90, 92, 93)  Radiation is an important 

component of radiology and should be included in the preparatory module to increase 

awareness of the associated risks. This should include awareness of the individual doctor’s 

commitment to safe use of imaging, e.g. eurosafe imaging, image wisely and image gentle.org. 

(92)  

 

 

4.4.3. Interns’ and radiologists’ perceptions of the intern’s confidence regarding 

understanding of the imaging modalities 

 

The majority of the interns 66%( N=66) perceived that they were confident that they had a 

clear understanding of the different imaging modalities, and their indications in radiology, 

whereas the majority of the radiologists 70% ( N=35) reported that they felt that the interns’ 

understanding of various modalities was inadequate. Only 28% of radiologists felt that the 

interns’ understanding of the various imaging modalities was adequate, and the statistical 
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analysis confirmed that these discrepant responses were statistically significant.  The 

radiologists’ views concur with Schiller et al. (90) where the programme directors asserted that 

the intern’s understanding of imaging was insufficient.  

  

4.4.4. Interns’ and radiologists’ perceptions of intern uncertainty regarding the 

indication for the radiology examination, and various modalities 

The majority of the radiologists, 92%,( N=46) reported that they perceived that the interns were 

frequently uncertain regarding the indication of the radiology examination, and more than half, 

53%( N=53) , of the interns reported that they are frequently uncertain regarding the indication 

for the radiology examination when filling the request form. This difference was statistically 

significant. There is continuous call from various levels that emphasise the importance of the 

junior doctors or medical students’ understanding of various imaging modalities, and their  

appropriate  usage. (21, 34, 79, 81, 94) These studies and recommendations have stated  

unanimously that teaching the undergraduate students about the various imaging modalities 

will equip them for clinical radiology practice, and eliminate or reduce unnecessary 

examinations, reducing overall costs.  Allen et al. (95) asserted that appropriate use, and 

ordering of the imaging examination is a vital skill that should be taught in the practical setting 

in the undergraduate medical education. It is important for the students to understand that 

radiology examinations are aligned with the clinical question, therefore critical to provide 

relevant, precise clinical details. (42) 

 

This result concur with the study conducted by Saha et al  (6), where interns reported that they 

have received inadequate training with regard to ordering studies. The interns’ perceived 

confidence regarding the understanding of the indications of the image modalities, in 

decreasing order, is as follows: X Rays, computerised tomography, ultrasound, MRI, PET/CT, 
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and nuclear medicine, with the last two scoring the lowest scores. In contrast, and the level of 

disagreement achieved statistical significance, radiologists were more likely than interns to 

indicate that interns were not certain regarding the indications for plain film, MRI, and 

ultrasound.  

      

 

4.4.5 Percentage of time the interns spend interacting with radiology 

 

Most of the interns 65% ( N=65) reported that they spend less than 25% of the time per day 

interacting with radiology. This includes requesting tests, preparing patients, attending 

multidisciplinary meetings, discussing the examinations they are requesting with the 

radiologists, follow up or communicating the results (to the patients, and the team). Only 24% 

(N=24) interns reported frequent multidisciplinary meeting attendance.All intern respondents 

had not worked in the radiology department at the time of the study. 

 This indicates there has not been much change in the time spent in radiology, concurs with    

the University of British Columbia study, more than a decade ago in which 65% of respondents 

felt the time devoted to radiology was inadequate, and most respondents supported an increase 

in radiology teaching with a mandatory two week rotation in third year, and for it to be an 

available option in fourth year. (29)  The Medical Council has also recommended that the 

interns rotate in radiology for a period  between two and four months. (84) On reviewing the 

undergraduate radiology curriculum in the UK, Jacob et al. (41) recommended radiology 

clinical placements and small group tutorials to improve radiology teaching. Hartman et al  

(42), explored the value of  radiology field trips during clerkship, and found this useful in 

educating students about various aspects of radiology. It has also been documented that early 
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exposure to radiology is important, so that the students understand and develop an interest in 

radiology.  (7, 29, 96) 

   

4.4.6 Frequency of uncertainty regarding radiology examination when filling the 

request form. 

 

Most of the interns 53% ( N=53) reported that they are frequently uncertain regarding the 

indication for the radiology examination when filling the request form. 87% ( N=87) of the 

interns felt they encountered some difficulty in deciding which study to choose. This means 

that most of the interns do not understand the appropriate use of the various imaging 

modalities. Moloney et al. (81) recommended extending radiology teaching to include 

appropriateness criteria, as they discovered that the participants were lacking in the 

understanding  of appropriate imaging examinations. 

The majority of radiologists 70% (N=35) perceived that the interns understanding for various 

modalities is inadequate. This point has been raised previously (7, 29), where it was 

emphasised that the importance of understanding radiology is that it provides a good 

foundation which assists clinicians in all disciplines. They asserted that all the referrers 

authorised to request imaging examinations should have a clear understanding of the clinical 

indications, contraindications, and limitations.  This also means understanding which 

modalities are appropriate for the specific clinical scenarios. This study reveals that we are not 

yet there, there is still a scope for improvement in radiology education. 
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4.4.7 Interns’ and radiologists’ perceptions on intern performance, and challenges 

when dealing with the radiology department 

 

Most interns 59%( N=59) perceived ‘getting the study done’, and ‘communication with the 

radiologist or radiographer’ as the most difficult challenges interns face when dealing with the 

radiology department. Most radiologists  92% ( N=46 )felt interns are not good in providing 

relevant clinical history, understanding the indications of the study they are requesting, and 

deciding on the appropriate imaging modality. Radiologists also highlighted the limitations of 

interns with respect to communication with the radiologist or radiographer, and preparing for 

the test, or intervention. This is an important finding, demonstrating that there is a mismatch, 

and highlighting areas where improvements should be made , so that there will be effective 

communication between the interns and radiology department. 

 

Some intern respondents reported difficulty in preparing patients for a test, acting on the results 

of the test, and encountered difficulty with the online system. This emphasises the value of 

radiology induction which some literature recommends should be done by the radiologists, (82) 

to supplement undergraduate radiology training. 

 

Most interns  87% ( N=87) and radiologists  74% 9 N=37) perceived that the interns were good 

in reviewing the results of the test, and acting on the test they requested, but not in viewing the 

images. However, radiologists were significantly more likely to indicate that interns were not 

viewing the images, as 84%(N=42) of the radiologists perceived that the interns do not 

frequently look at the images, whereas the 71%(N=71) of the interns asserted that they do view 

the images. 
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4.4.8 Interns’ and radiologists’ perceptions of the approachability of the radiology 

department, and sources of guidance 

 

Most of the radiologists 66% ( N=33) reported that the radiology departments were 

approachable if the interns have questions regarding the choice of the imaging modality, but 

lower  percentage of the interns 52%( N=52) perceived the radiology department to be 

approachable. This difference in opinion was statistically significant. It is important to note that 

only 1% of interns reported asking the radiologist if they needed information regarding the 

choice of the imaging modality, and only 5% ask the clinical consultant. 

Crowe et al. (26) in their study of postgraduate doctors at an early and later stage of training 

asserted that, generally in Ireland, the hierarchy plays a vital role in professional interactions. 

The trainees reported that the culture is that there is an expectation that non consultant doctors 

(NCHDs) do not question the consultant’s decision. This might explain the reason some interns 

and other NCHDs would request the examination for which they have no clue, and when  asked 

for a reason, and to expand on the clinical information, and rationale for requesting the 

examination, they simply say “ I don’t know, my registrar or consultant has asked me to place 

an order”  While this is a genuine answer, it is frustrating for the radiologists who are vetting 

the studies as it delays the diagnosis and greatly interferes with the patient care pathway.  This 

is supported by the response in the open comment section of the radiologist survey, where one 

respondent mentioned that  interns must be taught how to think critically and should be  

prepared to discuss the case, instead of them saying “Oh I did not see the patient”. It is believed 

that a preparatory module should empower the newly qualified doctors, and also encourage the 

senior clinicians in the teams to assist the interns by making them understand why the imaging 

is done in the particular patient. In the same study (26), the respondents stated that sometimes 

they do not ask because they are scared to expose themselves as inadequate. Even if stuck, at 
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no stage would the intern call the consultants as they think the consultant would be angry at 

them and may not get a good reference when they proceed to the next job. (26) 

 

On the other hand, the interns may not be asking radiologists because they do not have that 

platform readily available to them. Numerous studies have addressed interruptions in radiology 

as the root cause for the report errors, missed diagnosis, and reduced productivity. (97) 

Therefore it is vital that the healthcare providers ensure that radiologists get protected  time for 

reporting, thus minimising distractions. (98)  This leaves an intern in the middle between the 

authoritarian clinical team (26), and the unavailable radiologist. The aim of the prospective 

undergraduate radiology module should be to empower the medical students with compressed 

information that will ameliorate the transition process to clinical radiology practice. 

 

4.4.9 Interns’ and radiologists’ perceptions of interns’ level of understanding of the 

use of contrast media in radiology imaging 

 

The majority of the radiologists 86%( N=43)reported that they feel the interns do not have 

adequate knowledge on the use of contrast media, whereas less than half of interns 48% ( 

N=48) perceived their understanding of the use of contrast media to be inadequate. This 

difference was statistically significant. Most interns perceived that they had adequate 

understanding of the use of contrast medium in radiology investigations. In contrast with the 

study conducted by Saha et al. (6) in which the interns reported that they  received inadequate 

training with regard to  correctly ordering the  imaging studies, they were uncertain  as to 

which studies require contrast media, when to use premedication, as well as the 

contraindications of the examinations, and contrast media .There has been an increase in the 

use of contrast in radiological studies, with some literature reporting approximately 71 million 
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CT and 3 million MRI studies per year requiring intravenous contrast. (99)  Although the 

contrast media that are currently used in imaging are generally regarded as safe, they are still 

associated with risk, so the referring doctors must be aware of these.  It is reported that patients 

are more prone to experience the adverse effects of post-iodinated contrast, compared to 

togadolinium-based contrast. Therefore, it is important for the interns to understand the risk 

benefit assessment and that, in collaboration with the radiologist, alternative imaging can be 

performed for the same or improved patient outcomes. (99)    

 

4.4.10 Interest of the interns in becoming radiologists 

 

Thirty three percent( N=33)of the intern respondents reported interest in becoming radiologists, 

and the remaining interns had no intention of specialising in radiology. This  percentage is 

higher than in the previous literature, e.g. only 11% were considering radiology as a career 

(41), but it still concurs with the results of Dymtriw et al. (22) who asserted that the majority of 

the medical students, in any class, had no interest in becoming radiologists. (22)  Visscher et al. 

(96) asserted that although the undergraduate medical students appreciate that imaging, and 

interventional radiology, are important to many medical specialties, they felt radiologists are 

not visible (96), and this is worsened by inadequate exposure to radiology. (7) 

 

In another study,  Murphy et al. (18) distributed a survey pre- , and post- radiology module to 

first year medical students; the results demonstrated an increased understanding of  the imaging 

modalities whether it involved radiation or not. There was improvement in the understanding 

of radiation protection, this was enhanced by the involvement of the senior radiologists in 

teaching anatomy. Therefore, teaching imaging is important to increase interest in radiology. 

(7), (22).   
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When the interns were asked what they you do if the shift ends, and they have  requested a 

radiology exam which they expect will be performed within 8 hours of their shift ending? 

Almost half of the intern respondents 49% ( N=49)reported that they do not hand over to the 

colleague taking over from them after the eight-hour shift. In this scenario when the radiology 

department requires clarification, or additional information, often the doctor will not know 

about the details of the studies requested by the colleague, this is time consuming, and 

compromises patient care. Doctors should be encouraged to hand over the radiology 

examinations that are outstanding, and the important radiology results that are pending. The 

interns must be educated about the importance of the handover related to  radiology imaging, 

as the clinical information may be lost if not communicated promptly.  (100)  

 

4.4.11 Qualitative analysis of open-ended question responses 

When the interns and radiologists were asked about other topics not covered that they felt were 

important to design an intern preparatory course for interacting with radiology department, 

most of the interns felt communication with the radiologist should be included in the 

curriculum, e.g. how to present the clinical question in a meaningful way or present patient’s 

relevant clinical details, indications for the scans, etc. It is interesting to note that some intern 

respondents expressed their frustration in dealing with the radiologist, specifically mentioning 

that the radiologist avoid doing the CT scans at all costs.  Some perceived the radiologists as 

bullying, and that was illustrated in the following comments:  “how not to be berated by the 

radiologist, i.e. ensure that you are well prepared for the rudeness that you may be presented 

with”,  “How to argue your case with the radiologist, they are extremely unhelpful, and try to 

avoid  doing CT scans at all costs, will direct you to every other modality of imaging” 
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It is noteworthy that interns rated themselves high in the knowledge of the indications of CT 

scan, 66%( N=66) whereas most radiologists 80%(N=40)perceive that the interns do not have 

adequate knowledge of the CT indications. This discrepancy in perceptions could possible 

partly account for the arguments referred to above as most of the interns  52% (N=52)also 

reported difficulty in deciding which imaging modality to choose. 

 

Another important point is that the radiologists also criticised intern quality of communication, 

summarising it as inadequate, and stating that interns need to be taught how to communicate 

better with the radiology department. This is very important because the interns view 

radiologists as ‘bullying’, ‘berating’ them, ‘not wanting to do scans’. A similar scenario  was 

described by the interns in the Australian  study by Ward et al. (25), where the interns felt  

undervalued, and viewed seniors as rude, lacking respect and kindness.  Proper orientation to 

radiology will help to eliminate these perceptions, and will improve the wellbeing of junior 

doctors, and promote patient safety. Contrary to the interns’ perceptions, the radiologists view 

interns as not able to discuss the patient’s clinical details relevant to the imaging requested; this 

may partly be related to the fact that the interns are not aware of some radiology related criteria  

which the radiographers, and radiologists are using to prioritise the lists, implying that they  

might not be  necessarily victims of bullying in some situations. (101) Harassment can be 

devastating for the individual leading to psychological stress, anxiety and depression (102), 

thus adversely affecting patient care and safety, therefore should be avoided at all times. 
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In the UK study  by Bradley et al. (103), radiology was mentioned as one of the specialities in 

which rudeness, dismissive and aggressive behaviours were reported. In same study, the 

associations were multifactorial, but the professionals who were reported to be rude were also 

reported to be overworked with lack of support. These behaviours were also seen where culture 

of rudeness was tolerated, with no accountability. It is well documented that inadequate or 

misleading clinical information has a negative impact on the quality of the radiology report, 

adverse effect on patient management, and compromise patient care, and safety. (7, 43, 107) 

Therefore, part of what is perceived as bullying could also be related to both interns’ and 

radiologist’ frustrations related to knowledge deficit, rather than straightforward berating.  

Empowering the interns by addressing these issues at the undergraduate level would be a major 

step to solve some problems in radiology, and ensure patient safety. 

 

Bullying is still reported by the NCHD s in the Irish hospitals (24)(Irish Examiner, August 16, 

2018). The RCSI and IMC survey results concurred that bullying is reported in radiology 

profession. About one third of trainees and consultants reported that they have experienced 

bullying in the workplace. The RCSI reported that new behaviour training is to be introduced 

after a radiology SPR survey reported bullying. (www.mindoe.ie, Medical Independent, Issue 

16, volume 10, 4 July 2019) 

 

This study also highlights the intern’s limited understanding that if the radiologist recommends 

a different modality, it is usually because it is the most appropriate. This emphasises that 

including communication in the undergraduate radiology curriculum would assist to alleviate 

stress encountered by both interns, and radiologists, and promote meaningful communication, 

which will result in patient safety, and efficient utilisation of the radiology department. The UK 
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GMC in their seminal ‘Tomorrow’s Doctors’ publication  (78)  assert  that the graduates must 

be able to communicate in various clinical scenarios, with different departments. and must have 

opportunities to practice communication. This may require linking simulation and  role play 

methods with the clinical radiology scenarios during content delivery, in the process of 

mentoring the junior  doctors (104), to become effective communicators with the radiology 

department. Simulation has been applied with success in teaching radiology interventional  

procedures and non-interventional skills like ultrasound (105), interpretative and non-

interpretative skills like communication, and management of adverse reactions to contrast 

media (106), and  in teaching online radiology examination ordering. (107) 

      

4.5 Results: Group Concept Mapping 

Based on the brainstorming section, the system generated six clusters of what the participants 

felt should be included when designing preparatory course in radiology. There is agreement 

between the results of the GCM analysis and the survey results in the following to be included 

if one were to design an intern radiology preparatory module. 

1. Ordering investigation - how to order imaging examinations with emphasis on relevant 

clinical information.  

 2. Clinical decision support, understanding appropriate imaging modalities, which are 

necessary, and add value in diagnosis, and in patient management. 

2. Communication with radiologists, and radiographers, mainly pertaining to how to justify the 

imaging examinations they are ordering. 

3. Adverse reactions and risks of imaging. Preparation for the radiology examinations, with 

examples of specific scenarios, like cannula sizes in CT pulmonary angiogram. Preparation for 
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interventional procedures like renal biopsy, and what can go wrong if preparation is not done 

properly. 

Understanding which studies use contrast. Indications, contraindications, and adverse effects of 

contrast media used in radiology. Ionising radiation use, and risks. 

4. Prioritising the examinations based on clinical grounds, urgent versus non urgent, as 

opposed to categorising all exams as urgent. Understanding how the radiology department 

prioritise the examinations. 

5. Clinical radiology-interpretation of the emergency, and common examinations  

6. IT / NIMIS 

 

 

4.6  Strengths and limitations of the study 

 

Limitations of the study include limited sample size, common in  quantitative survey studies, 

there is difficulty in getting people to participate in the survey studies, particularly for web-

based survey studies. (109)  Additionally, these are self-reported perceptions of intern 

readiness for clinical practise in radiology, not based on direct objective assessments. 

 

The intern respondents were more than halfway through their internship, perhaps distributing 

the survey shortly after they started would have yielded different results. As they had passed 

the first two weeks which are regarded as the most crucial for assessing how much the students 

have learned in preparation for their practical job situations. (109) 
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The strength of the study is that this is original research, as most studies have concentrated on 

the interns or junior doctors’ perceptions of their preparedness for practice in medicine more 

generally. (109) To our knowledge there are few studies addressing preparedness specifically 

related to radiology, and this is the  only study that explored the views of both interns  and 

radiologists, thus able to compare and contrast the perceptions. The use of GCM has 

strengthened outcome of the study, according to our knowledge, this method has not been used 

in radiology research. The ability to examine in parallel the survey and GCM results gives a 

robust confirmation of the perceived knowledge gaps that need to be addressed in order to  

prepare the interns for radiology related interactions. 

 

 

CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Introduction 

The conclusions, based on this study are discussed, and recommendations are outlined. 

 

5.2 Conclusions 

For decades preparation of the medical graduates for clinical practice and handling the 

transition period between the medical school and hospital practice have been the subject of 

concern. Firth-Cozens in 1987, as cited in Hill et al. (111), reported failure of most medical 

schools to adequately prepare the interns for clinical practice, even though many studies have 

reported that newly qualified doctors experience high levels of psychological stress. 
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The recent studies are still addressing the same issue, emphasising the requirement for 

adequate preparation of the medical students for clinical practice. (59)     

The earlier studies conducted in Ireland in 2005 and 2009, demonstrated that the majority of 

the interns felt unprepared for the intern year, and deficiencies were identified. (19) (112)  

Various studies have investigated different aspects of intern preparation, including clinical, and 

non-clinical skills.   Few studies have addressed radiology related matters like knowledge of 

appropriateness criteria (81), undergraduate radiology curriculum, radiology teaching, etc.  

Radiology teaching has received special attention in the EU, with the European Society of 

Radiology (ESR) education committee identifying important aspects of undergraduate 

curriculum (21), and the EU community of radiologists placing emphasis on imaging 

guidelines. (80) This is the first study addressing the comprehensive approach to radiology and 

looking at the contents of a putative radiology preparatory module. Most interns and 

radiologists in Ireland concur that undergraduate radiology teaching received by the interns is 

adequate.  However, the majority in both groups agree that medical school radiology education 

does not prepare the interns for radiology interactions. There are perceived knowledge gaps 

which were identified by the participants.  Combined with the results of the GCM study, these 

knowledge gaps were accentuated, as most of the participants highlighted similar competencies 

that should be addressed when designing the preparation for practice in radiology module.  

 

5.3. Recommendations based on this study: 

Undergraduate radiology teaching should not only concentrate of the interpretative skills,   but  

should include noninterpretative skills, such as communication, clinical indications, various 

imaging modalities, and their appropriateness, contrast media, radiation protection, 

,understanding, and acting on radiology results, and handover. Designing the radiology module 
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that addresses these issues, will ease the transition, and assist interns in understanding, and 

dealing with imaging departments. 

 

The medical school administrators, intern training networks, medical council, hospital 

administrators should work as a team to design policies that  promote interns readiness for 

practice,  these should involve radiology departments, to promote preparation of  interns for 

interacting with radiology in clinical practice.  

 

Radiologists must be visible, take the lead in undergraduate radiology education, and 

participate in the inductions so that the interns know how the radiology departments function, 

and what is expected of them. This will be facilitated by improving the remuneration structure 

to a salary as opposed to a stipend or doing it as per requirement in the post the radiologist 

occupies. 

 

There is discrepancy in the radiology teaching across the medical colleges in Ireland, for 

example some interns never attended radiation protection formal lectures. Structured radiology 

preparatory module should be established to ensure uniform radiology teaching across the 

medical schools. The faculty of radiologists RCSI has introduced the common stem SHO, 

which is aimed at attracting the doctors who would like to specialise in radiology. This is a 

great step toward promoting radiology, but does not nullify the need for increasing  radiology 

teaching in the undergraduate curriculum.(15) 
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The issue of undermining, berating, bullying behaviours is reported, and all aspects should be 

looked into, and the stakeholders must ensure that the junior doctors are well educated, 

empowered, and  protected at all times, to promote the  friendly learning environment, 

encourage retention of doctors locally and worldwide. 

Happy well informed, well supported interns, makes good doctors, and excellent consultants, 

with better resource management, limiting unnecessary examinations which are often very 

costly in time, and money, but do not add value to patient management.  More important, they 

add a high level of patient safety. 

 

Future work: 

More work should be done regarding the mode of radiology content delivery preference, online 

versus face to face small group tutorials, or the combination. Radiologists moving from the 

“darkroom” to “light” to be visible, advocates for more face-to-face teaching. Conversely, as 

online radiology teaching is becoming more prominent, more research needs to be done in this 

aspect. The role of artificial intelligence in radiology has emerged, and may have impact on 

radiology education in the near future. (111) More studies have explored the role of simulation 

in undergraduate radiology teaching, to develop the competencies required by the junior 

doctors when interacting with the radiology department.( 59). 

The coronavirus ( COVID 19) pandemic has imposed challenges to education worldwide, 

radiology included. Radiology, and its ability to create various reconstructions to view gross, 

functional, and cross sectional anatomy,  will play an important role in anatomy education, as 

COVID 19 has forcefully restricted cadaveric disscections. (  115 )Radiologists need to explore 

the new methods of teaching, and embrace change.The future is virtual learning development  
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statergies , embracing the synchronous( live)including videoconferencing and other interactive 

methods, and asychronous (pre recorded ) statergies (115).The future studies will explore these 

stratergies, and further develop newer techniques that will enhance undergraduate medical 

education. 
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Research Ethics Committee  

111 111  

Tel: +353-21-490 1901 Fax: + 353-21-490 1919  

Lancaster Hall, 6 Little Hanover Street,  

Cork, Ireland.  

Coláiste na hOllscoile Co University College Cork, Ireland  

ECM 4 (0) 15/08/17 & ECM 3 (hhh) 05/09/17  

28th August 2017  

Dr Colm O'Tuathaigh Lecturer Medical Education Unit  

School of Medicine University College Cork  

Re: Preparation for clinical practice: a survey of interns and radiologists.  

Dear Dr O'Tuathaigh  

The Chairman approved the following:  

Revised Application Form Revised Questionnaire for Interns Revised 

Questionnaire for Radiologists.  

>  

Permission is now granted to begin this study.  

The date of this letter is the date of authorization of the project.  

Please keep a copy of this signed approval letter in your study master file for 

audit purposes.  

Yours sincerely  
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1. [ue.an SoeoА/  

Cao, Professor Michael G Molloy Chairman Clinical Research Ethics 

Committee of the Cork Teaching Hospitals  

The Clinical Research Ethics Committee of the Cork Teaching Hospitals, UCC, is a 

recognised Ethics Committee under Regulation 7 of the European Communities (Clinical 

Trials on Medicinal Products for Human Use) Regulations 2004, and is authorised by the 

Department of Health and Children to carry out the ethical review of clinical trials of 

investigational medicinal products. The Committee is fully compliant with the Regulations as 

they relate to Ethics Committees and the conditions and principles of Good Clinical Practice.  
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University Hospital Limerick  

Quality & Safety Department, University Hospital Limerick  

Dooradoyle  

Limerick.  

Tel: 061 482519  

10th November, 2017.  

Dr. Colm O'Tuathaigh, Lecturer, School of Medicine, Room 1.50, Brookfield Health 

Sciences Complex, University College Cork,  

Cork.  

Re:  

Protocol Title: Preparation for clinical practice: a survey of interns and 

radiologists REC Ref: 139/17  

Dear Dr. O'Tuathaigh,  

I am in receipt of your proposal as above submitted for review by our Research Ethics 

Committee, I have reviewed the contents of same.  

I wish to advise that I have given your study Chairperson ethical approval.  

You should note that your study cannot commence until you also receive AON 

approval which will issue from the Quality and Safety Department shortly. You are obliged to 

inform us as soon as your study is completed or if it terminates early for any reason.  

I wish you every success with your study.  

Yours sincerely,  
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Appendix D: Beamont Hospital Ethics( Medical research) 

 

Beaumont Hospital Ethics (Medical Research) 

Committee Chairperson: Professor Gerry McElvaney Administrator: Gillian Vale Convenor: Dr. Peter 

Branagan  

24th November 2017 Our Ref: 17/Oth/92  

Dr. Colm O Tuataigh Lecturer School of Medicine Room 1.50 Brrokfield Health Science Complex 

UCC Cork  

To: c.otuataigh@ucc.ie  

Dear Dr. O Tuataigh  

Re: 17/Oth/92 – Dr. Colm O Tuataigh (UCC) / Dr. Thabiselene Simelane (HSE) – Preparation for 

clinical practice: a survey of interns and radiologists  

I refer to your email dated 1st November 2017 outlining the proposed project.  

I can advise that your proposal does not require Ethical approval and therefore will not need to be 

submitted to the Ethics Committee.  

I trust this information is of assistance.  

Kind regards  

Yours sincerely  

_________________  

Dr. Peter Branagan Ethics Convenor Beaumont Ethics (Medical Research) Committee  

______________________________________________________________________________________

_______  

Ethics (Medical Research) Committee, Beaumont Hospital. Dublin 9 Tel: 353-1-809 2680 Email: 
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Appendix F:  Radiologist Questionnaire. 
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